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Had Perfect Score
Farm Bureau ot Hancock
County Wins Mem
bership Contest
The Hsr.cock Courty ^arm Bu
reau. w.’th a per'e:t score, won
• he annual tr.emberrh'p contest
corcwted by the Main Farm Bu
reau Federation, it waa announced
a' a meeting of the federation in
Augusta Thursday; The Waahingtrn aounty farm bureau was sec-

ond and York county third.
It was a clean-cut victory for
the Hancock county organization.
Meuioerahlp at time of annual
meeting was 161 higher than las*
yew, two new community groups
we;p organized and 83.7 percent of
last year's members renewed for
the coming year. Membership at
rime of annual meeting was 769
highest in 8 years. The percentage
of renewals was the highest ever
In the county, highest this year In
the state, and has been exceeded
cy < nly four counties in 16 years.

HE WANTS STAMPS
j Editor of The Courier-Oazette:—
THANKSGIVING BEANO
I am a disabled World War vetI O. O. F. HALL. MONDAY, NOV. 25
j eran and am desirous of obtalnR.fO P. M.
Admission 25c, including Two Cards I ing stamps, as I have taken up the
Special Games. Twi Cards for 5c hobby of collecting them while
Dn-'r and Attendance Priaes
confined here. I wish that, if you
TURKEYS, CHICKEN, PORK
have space in your column, you
140-141 would insert my request, with the
hope that some of your readers
may have some cancelled stamps
SPECIAL
which they could spare and for
THANKSGIVING DINNER
ward to me to help with my col
AT THE
lection.
John Holman
U. S. Veterans Facility, Togus Me.
282 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND, ME.

DORMANETTE
TURKEY

TURKEY-CHICKEN SHOOT

85c

ALL DAY SUNDAY, NOV. 24
Starting at 9 o’clock
WINSTON’S FARM
SOUTH HOPE, ME. ON ROUTE 17
Hunting Rifles and Shot Guns
140-141

AND ALL THE FIXINGS

Reservations will be appreciated.
Let us make your pies Ior the
Holiday
TEL. 791-W
14l*lt

THANKSGIVING
fdzBc ye Thankful—that you have The Copper Kettle to relieve
you of all responsibility of preparation of a real—Home Thanks
giving Dinner and your family or guests will enjoy the same
Hospitality that they would in your own Home.
{^rOur Menus are printed now and we would be very glad to sub
mit same for your thought and discussion.
t^We ask that Reservations be made as early as possible-

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Editor, WM. O FULLER

141

THANKSGIVING
DINNER
AT

WEBBER’S INN
THOMASTON. ME.
Served from 12 Noon to 7.30 P. M.

Grapefruit Juice
Minted Grapefruit
Julienne Soup
Olives
Sweet Pickles
Celery
Baked Stuffed Lobster
Plain Lobster
Fried Clam Fritters
Lobster Salad
Lobster a la Newburg
Roast Native Turkey. Chestnut Dressing. Cranberry Sauce
Roast Native Duck. Sage Dressing, Apple Jelly
Sirloin Steak. Broiled. Mushroom Sauce
Queen Fritters, Brandy Sauce
Mashed Potatoes
Candied Sweet Potatoes
Buttered Onions
-Hubbard Squash
Green Peas
Fruit Salad
Hearts of Iceberg Lettuce
Mayonnaise. French or Russian Dressing
White Bread
Hot Rolls
Dark Bread
.Apple Pie Squash Pie Pumpkin Pie Warm Mince Pie
Vanilla Ice Cream. Cake
English Plum Pudding, Whipped Cream or Hard Sauce
Toasted Crackers. American Cheese
Tea
Coffee
Milk

Tomato Juice

Price 75 Cents

141-142

FOOD HANDLERS
ATTENTION
ALL PURVEYORS OF FOOD

GROCERS, MILK DEALERS
MARKETMEN,

WHOLESALERS,

FISH DEALERS
ARE ASKED TO ASSEMBLE

[EDITORIAL]
A BOOM IN BUILDING

By The Roving Reporter

When folks build houses It Is generally a sign of more
prosperous conditions. According to James A. Harding, New
England manager of Dodge Reports, construction contracts
awarded during October exceeded those of October. 1939, by
811,003,000. and the largest ‘‘dollar pick-up” was in the resi
dential building field. All contracts awarded ln October had
a total valuation of $28,994,000. a rise of 62 percent over the
1939-month's total. $17,816,000. Residential building con
tracts were valued at $11,110,000. That included a 59 percent
gain over $7,088,000, a month’s total a year ago. Non-residential building accounted for contracts amounting to
$8,813,000. last year, the October contracts were at $5,956 000.
The heavy engineering construction contracts awarded by the
utilities, federal, state and local governments moved to
$9,071,000 from $4,772,000 of a year ago.

Men who have registered for se
lective service And Who Have Ac
tually Been Called For Service may
still apply for enlistment ln the
Navy any time up to thelr induc
tion into the service. If found quali
fied. they will be enlisted In the
Navy Immediately. The Navy Re
cruiting Officer at the station
where the man applies and ls en
listed will then notify the selec
tive service board of the mans
name and the /act that he has
enlisted in the Navy.

HOLIDAY TRAGEDIES

What a pity that holidays are always marred by so many
accidents and fatalities! While two-thirds of the Nation
was celebrating Thanksgiving Day Thursday, 52 persons are
known to have lost thelr lives, 39 of them due to automobile
accidents. If this black record is repeated while the other
States are having their Thanksgiving it will be another reason
for not having this dual holiday’ mix-up.

Front row, left to right: Carney Anderson of Camden, Draft Board meniber; Mayor Edward R. Veazie, of
Rorkland; John Chisholm, chairman of the Draft Board; Mike Arico, John Moulaison; Arthur McDonald, of
the Draft Board; Gilman Seabury. of Rockland, representing the American Legion. Back row; Carl Nelson
and Eugene Lamb, both of Rockland, who served as color bearers in the parade.
—Photo by Cullen.

CLOSE IN BAY STATE

Gov. Leverett Saltonstall had an apparent majority of
only 7450 in the election Nov. 5, so close that a statewide
recount has been demanded. We have no direct concern with
Massachusetts, but would be very sorry to have Gov. Salton
stall lose the office he seems to have so ably filled, not only
because he is a Republican, but because we can lay claim to
him as a half-time Knox County resident.

PROPHESIES WORSE DEPRESSIONGoin
?To F,orida
Alvin C. Ramsdell Leaves
Prof. Libby Tells Men’s League What Will
Happen When War Ends—Remarkable
Address, Straight From Shoulder

Work is being speeded up on ships ir,tended for our twoocean Navy, and when they are actually ln service a great
surprise will be in store for those who had supposed the limit
was reached when we were building 35.C00-ton "superdreadnaughts,” such as were tried on the Rockland course. Ten
thousand tons have been added to the displacement of the
old ships, which will have power equipment in proportion.
Following is the present status of the rest of the naval build
ing program for various categories:
Battleships—Completion of the Washington early ln 1942;
completion of the South Dakota. Indiana. Massachusetts. Ala
bama, Iowa and New Jersey in 1943. <The Iowa and NewJersey are 45.000 tons each). Keels for two more of 45.000
tons—the Missouri and Wisconsin—to be laid next year and
completed in 1944 and 1945.
Aircraft carriers—Completion of the Essex, Bon Homme
Richard and two unnamed ships ln 1944.
Cruisers—Completion of the Atlanta, Juneau, San Diego
and San Juan in 1942; the Cleveland, Columbia and nine
others in 1943; 14 rfiore in 1944. and the remaining 19 planned
in 1945.
Submarines—Ten to be launched In 1941; 13 in 1942 ; 20 in
1944. and 39 in 1945
Destroyers—Seventeen to be completed in 1941; 17 In
1942 ; 68 or 70 in 1943, and 58 in 1944.

Thursday night's meeting of the ployed, and we have made no perBaptist Men s League was one of manent progress ln this direction.
the largest in that organization's Do you think for a moment that
long career, and the address by this nation can go on ln safety with
Prof. Herbert C. Libby of Colby hungry men and women and chil
College ls conceded to have been dren ln our midst, or with all
one of the ablest ever presented be thought of permanency of employ
fore It The speaker discussed politi- ment and Income banished from
cal, social and economic problems j thelr minds? We cannot.
of the present day. prophesying a
A second pressing problem is that
depression worse than the one because of unemployment we are
which began in 1929 if and when not consuming enough to permit
production of goods at the maxi
the war ends.
Frankly avowing himself a re mum. In other words we are
publican. Prof. Libby sought to avoid blessed with the curse of underpdrtisan politics, and if he was sa- consumption. The wages we pay
tlrical over some of the Administra- enter into that problem You buy
tions proceedings, he was likewise only when you have money with
unsparing in his criticism of cer- which to buy. This is the "why’’
tain Republican Executives. Some- of the m illions that have been poured
thing of a shock to most of hls au- I out of the public treasury. It is
dience was the valuation which he ! another Mrs. Partington sweeping
placed upon two of them, especially ' back the tides.
Calvin Coolidge, upon whom New The third immediate problem is
| England has set such a great store, that Introduced by false prosperity
G.AMES FOR SOLDIERS
viewed from the standpoint of abil- such as we are witnessing today,
(Boston Globe)
ity and thrift.
The prospect of war, encouraged by
One of the doubts that beset Army officers is concerning
The members of the League had well meaning as well as profit-seekthe physical toughness of the young men. 1,400.000 of them,
an unusually large number of ing Individuals, offers the nation
who are to be in uniform during the coming year. They have
guests at the supper—a delicious opportunity of employing those in
been and are to be carefully selected by medical examiners.
roast pork repast—and many others need of work, and you have a Ma
But they have not oome from occupations that make much
came in time to hear the address, dame Secretary boasting that in re
call on stamina. Very few of them have been doing what
including a large feminine con cent months we have put back Into
would have been called "heavy work” a generation ago.
our factories M0.000 men. But the
tingent.
There is no doubt that drill masters will lay emphasis on
Among the guests were William problem goes deeper Suppose, as
conditioning, but far more than marching will be needed.
H. Rudkin and Harvey Babcock of about all military experts claim,
Evidently the higher ups feel that athletics should have an
Portland, guests of Freeman S. this nation could not be successfully
Important place ln camp and cantonment life. The sum of
Young, who described briefly the invaded by sea or air, and suppose,
$2,800,000 has been set apart for recreation. All this Is not
to go for games and sports, as about $500,00 is to be other
work of the Maine Publicity Bureau as about everyone now believes,
wise expended. But the remainder should accomplish much
and the office which it is to main England can never be conquered,
between now and June 30, the end of the fiscal year. For
tain a “permanent salesroom to where will we stand economically
tunately there is nothing in the reports that big names in
sell Maine" in New York city. “All and socially at the end of this
the sporting world are to be obtained for the leadership. The
we ask," said Mr. Rudkin, “is the boom period? Well, there ls hardplan is to have the Various units decide w-hat they want in
co-operation of Maine citizens— ly a financial expeTt in this nation
the athletic line. To this extent the Army is to be democratic.
boosting instead of knocking."
today who isn't planning for a peYoung Americans may be counted upon to know what sports
An attempt to make Rev. Corwin riod of economic distress greater
they want.
H Olds an honorary member was than any we have yet experienced.
But there are even greater prob
promptly resisted by the Congrega
MacDonald Class will meet Mon tional pastor. ’I want to be an lems. May I state them cate
City Solicitor Stuart C. Burgess
goes tomorrow to Providence. R. I., day night at She homes of Misses | active member." said he. and lt gorically. You remember the days
on legal business. He will return Mary and Dorothy Lawry, Oak was Immediately voted to make him back of 1930. Everybody seemed
street.
to his office next Wednesday.
prosperous, everybody reasonably
one.
Prof. Libby was Introduced by happy. Our mills and factories were
Past President John M. Richardson, busy. Coolidge had time and dis
who studied under him at Colby position to count cabbage ln the
I and whose son Gordon, is at pres White House cellar. The Federal
Government was keeping at arms’
ent one pf his students.
Prof. Libby’s subject was “Where length. No W.P.A. and Its numer
Do We Stand.” He said in part: ous cousins. We were evidently llvHome Cooked Full Course New Dining Room
(Contlnued on Page Five)
I offer you tonight a challenge
to clear thinking. What are some
of our immediate pressing prob
EDWARDS’ TURKEYS
lems? I mention three.
U. S. Route No. 1 WARREN, ME. TEL. 3 RING 41
We have over 9,000,000 men out Why not try PETER EDWARDS’
of work in this rich nation today. Fresh Killed Native TURKEYS.
Please make reservations no later than Nov. 26
We have over 30,000 000 on some CHICKENS, DUCKS. PULLETS
form of relief. For nearly eight and FOWL for your Thanksgiving
141-142
years we have been making strenu Day Dinner? Tel. 806-J.
____________ _____ 141-142
ous efforts to absorb our unem-

$1.00 THANKSGIVING DINNER

HILLCREST HOMESTEAD

DINE ON THANKSGIVING DAY

I

MONDAY NIGHT. NOV. 25

Featuring

Cora Deane, Flash Willie, The Knowlton’s Three

COMMUNITY BUILDING

Plus

SMILEY AND SUE, Musical Comedy Team
SPECIAL ADDED ATTRACTION

AT 8.00 O’CLOCK

FOOD STAMP PLAN
E. R. VEAZIE, Mayor.

THANKSGIVING DAY SPECIAL SHOW

JIMMIE & DICK’S NEW RADIO SHOW

—AT—

To discuss and learn all details of the working of the

"The Black Cat”

Associate Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable In advance; single copies three
cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation anc very reasonable.
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette ln 1882 The Free Press
was established in 1855 and ln 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These
papers consolidated March 17, 1897.

SPEEDING LT THE NAVY

MRS. HERVEY C. ALLEN

Volume 95............ Number 141.

Local Volunteers Start For Induction Center

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

ttT's always—your patronage is appreciated.

THE COPPER KETTLE

THREE CENTS A COPT

Rockland, Maine, Saturday, November 23, 1940

Entered aa Second Clasi Mall Matter
By The Courler-Oazette, 465 Main St.

E?

THE GEORGIA PEACH, Black Face Comedian
****

—AT—

KNOX HOTEL, Thomaston
TURKEY, CHICKEN, and All the Fixings
$1.00 per person
PLEASE MAKE
MAKE RESERVATIONS EARLY

Phone 54, Thomaston
J. Fred Burgess, Prop.
139&141

FREE CANDY BAR FOR THE CHILDREN AT 3 P. M. MATINEE

ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDING
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 28

Matinee 3.00 P. M.
Children 10c
Adults 25c
tax included

Evening 8.00 o'clock

Children 25c, tax included
Adults 10c, tax included

Things Shipshape At
Factory; Market Is Good
A year ago this Fall Alvin C.
Ramsdell. Rockland's well known
sardine packer, went to Florida
somewhat protesting!}-; dreading the
thought of spending a whole Winter
afar from his beloved Maine coast.
He didn't think that tropica! sun
shine and Summer temperature
would fit well Into hls scheme "f
life, but he agreed to go down and
try it for a few weeks.
But he went, he saw, and he was
conquered. Florida’s charms oper
ated upon him to such an extent
that he not only spent the entire
season in the Everglades State, but
bought a fine estate In Coral Oubles.
And thither he goes next Friday
aocompanled by Mrs Ramsdell. At

Lewiston Journal: “There ts a
feeling of regret throughout the
region because of the closing of the
Sargent House ln Sargentvtll^—long
and favorably known for Its genial
hospitality and homelike atmos
phere. The key has been turned ln
the lock for the first time, some
say. since the house was built. Cer
tainly the front door has not been
locked for upwards of 60 years. The
house was built about a century
ago by William Haskell Sargent who
later sold lt to hls nephew, Wyer O.
Sargent; and then lt came Into the
hands of the late Capt. Jaspar Sar
gent in 1864 When Capt Jaspar
was 60 years of age he retired from
the sea and was persuaded to open
hjs home to the public.” Sharing
in the regret above expressed will
be the traveling men from Knox
County who have found shelter and
hospitality there. One by one Maine
coast Institutions which meant so
much to other generations are
vanishing.

The building of the two-ocean
Navy has made It possible for enlist
ed men to gain steady promotion to
Petty Officer Ratings and substan
tial increase in pay. Young men
who Join the Navy Now and take
advantage of the opportunities of
fered there are assured a steady
Job and a pension after 20 years'
service The main Recruiting Sta
tion in Boston, or the Substation in
Portland will gladly supply more
Information.

There comes to this city quite fre
quently a granite manufacturer,
who ls big-hearted, large girthed
and the soul of geniality. Late one
recent night he crossed a Portland
thoroughfare somewhat after the
manner of a jay-walker, but only
because there was no traffic ln
sight and scare ?ly anybody abroad.
He had hardly reached the curb
ing when somebody exclaimed, ’Hey,
you!" He paid no attention, and
the call was repeated, only this time
the voice said: "Hey, you, fatty."
The granite man turned to con
front a very sarcastic cop—“How do
you like the city?" asked the flatfoot "Pretty good" was the reply.
Get here very often?" "Sometimes."
"Well.” continued the cop. “let me
show you something," and taking
the portly granite man by the arm
he led him to a street crossing, and
to the other side. “There," said he,
"there's the way to cross a street;
remember lt if you ever go to a city
Alvin C. Ramsdell, one of Maine's again."
sardine kings. Didn't want to go to
It didn't help matters much to
Florida, but il got him.
have a group of Idlers giving him
Portland they will be Joined by thelr the ha! ha! And what he then said
son Winfield, and hls wife, who will about that Portland policeman
spend the early part of the season would have scorched hls brass but
tons had he heard lt. The sup
there.
Mr Ramsdell leaves the affairs of posed ’’rube'' is a Harvard graduate,
the Ramsdell Packing Company In has resided for 35 years ln New
a highly satisfactory condition. The York City, and his stamping ground
bulk of the season’s harvest has al much of the time ls on the world's
ready been shipped to the city mar busiest corner, Broadway and 42d
kets, and there remain on hand only street. Hey, you. Indeed!
a few odds and ends, which will be
Speaking of black cats, I am told
disposed of gradually.
that Elmer Decrow of Church
The conditions argue well for an street. Belfast, has three coal black
other season ln the sardine indus kittens which he will be glad to
try, providing, of course, the herring give away to the first persons ap
do not become finicky and go some plying. Mr. Decrow ls a former
where else than along the Maine clerk at the Moor drug store.
coast. Summarized briefly the situ
An egg. the like of which was
ation ls : Demand good, market firm
never before seen by poultry raisers
and supply light.
Mr. Ramsdell counts as a normal in Warren was laid by a pullet In
pack 200.000 cases, but the run last the flock of cross breeds owned toy
Philbrook
Wednesday.
season was not a large one and a Leland
50 percent pack was chronicled, th!» Weighing 6 and 5-6 ounces, or
situation obtaining generally along nearly a half pound, equal ln
weight to more than three ordin
the coast.
ary hen's eggs, it measured 9 and
\ inches the long way. and 7
YOUR FAVORITE POEM and
•\ inches the diameter. Perfect
HOME IS WHERE TIIE HEART IS
in shape, one side of the shell was
’Tt» home where’er the heart ls,
marked in lime content, being
Whereer lta loved ones dwell,
In cities or in cottages,
white, while the other side was
Thronged haunts or mossy dell.
an even brown. The flock was
The heart's a rover ever
And thus, on wave and wild
March 5th hatch and began lay
The maiden with her lover walks.
ing in July. It Is believed to be a
The mother with her child.
record ln size.
'Tls bright whereer the heart la;

Its fairy spell can hung
I Fresh fountains to the wilderness.
And to the desert spring.
Oreen Isles are In the ocean
O'er which affection glides
A haven on each sunny shore.
When love's the sun that guides.
'Tls free where'er the heart is;
Nor chains nor dungeons dim
May check the mind's aspiring thought
The spirit's pealing hymn
The heart gives life Its beauty.
Its glory, and Its power;
'Tls sunlight to Its rippling stream.
And soft dew to Its flowers
—Fnun an Old Scrapbook

One year ago: Albert Maker, 46,
a lodger at the American House was
fatally burned—Ellis Joyce, 76, died
at Swan's Island.—First honors in
Maine were awarded to Ralph M.
Choate in the DuPont house paint
contest—Mrs. Etta Andersen won
the Pomona spelling contest at
Camden —Local Finnish people were
raising $1000 for the homeland suf
ferers.

Every-Other-Day
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The Freshman Girls Proved To Be Fine Entertainers

THE
GOOD OLD DAYS

And the glory of the Lord shall
be revealed, and all flesh shall
see it together: for the mouth of
the Lord hath spoken it.—Isa. 40: 5.

OF

LOCAL BANDS
By
IREE MEMBER

Book Review
(By K. S, F.)

Memory Sketch No. 2

like me they wouldn't want her.-’ a C cornet, and, wonder of wonders,
Be that as it may this uncom silver plated!
plaining pilgrim was moulded in a ) "Silver” band instruments were
, , ,
, hot in favor 50 or 60 years ago and
musical form and if it was a m.s-|most of the j
of that ttme
take it is now too late to rectify it. uled brass lnstrumenU> flaUnJng
I intended to say a litt.e more lhat thp lone was llnpalred when
ab°ut. , u “ Ingrahanl HL1 Band silver was plated or sanded on the
this trip but got sidetracked ser- | surface
momzing.
New that I haw, R u stu, a moot questlon whether
got started on another
tactc a silver plated horn is prettier than
• not the kind you sit on, but thc a well polished brass horn. Either
kind ship helmsmen use when mak- ___
...... nice in .the
_ ______
one looks plenty
hands
of a marching band. Take your
I had better continue on my course choice. Me. I like ’em both ways.
! until the wind dies out and try to
But, the idea that silver, plated
i do
next time—if The Cou- cn an instrument Impairs the tone
, better
„
rier-Oazette editor doesn't kick me quallty is an exploded theory Care.
over the lee rail.
ful teste have proven that the tone
I wish all the readers could go!cf the horn is not changed one
back with me, in memory, to th?
h,. „.bp,,
„uver
is
good old days when “Elder Farm I X to the brass The worto do

It is not the intention of the writKenneth Roberts has agair
cr to recall incidents relating to
scored on an historical novel, ard
music and musicians exclusively,
it is called “Oliver Wiswell". w t'
. . ,
.
Doubleday Doran & Company. Ir
but. ln view of the fact that my life
New York. Publishers: ofl the pre1,
has been pretty closely tied to
Nov. 22.
things musical, I expect that most
of these memories will be strongly
Here we have eight hundred ?.
tainted with people musical.
thirty odd pages of close nr: u
script put Into a novel, with wl
Each life seems to run in seme ham held meetings" on Beiiher Hill, move We don t i{new where we
certain groove, dependent on ances- West Meadow—near the old “Beg
the author terms the other side
(Continued on Page Eight)
try. childhood environment, tem- Quarry.” These meetings were held
of the hitherto little-known and
perament, disposition talent, etc. in the Benner schoolhouse, and my!
profoundly misunderstood Loyalist
Seme have a desire and talent for my! what crowds jammed into that
cause in the war of the Revolu
carpentry , ethers for painting, oth- building Sunday nights. Old fash-1
tion.
eis for medical work, others for icned preaching and singing were'
Possibly there is justice and
dentistry and still ethers for sailing handed out lavishly and everybody j
reason for this history as he calls
Raymond Willey, 15, of
the briny deep, running a large enjeyed the services to the full
the book, yet it is a novel and we
Tenant
’s Harbor, Good
business, or a small store etc. Oth- Pecple seldom flock to public gath- j
most wiah to feel that it really 's
Football Guesser
ers have a talent and strong desire erings unless they find pleasure in
a novel and not pure history. Out
to become newspaper writers cr1 so doing, as is well known.
of the hundreds that stand out in
Iree Member that the choir was a | J°y reigned supreme in the little
publishers, and in all these lines
this “novel” all too few of them
the best degree of success is al- good one. All the singers were | village of Tenants Harbor when
are what today we would term
Consumer
Margaret Havener. ond Bennett’s
An innovation in the school was Ion Beal. Horatio Knight, and Clif- | Claik
Education ways attained by those who have from the immediate ncighbcr1>ooa word spread about that Raymond
sincerely steadfast and high prin
Dorothy Tn’fk.
the Afternoon Tea held in the gym ford Cameron.
class Monday. She discussed the a natural talent and desire for thelr and thi leader, and organ playei Claud Wiley, 15. son of Mr. and
cipled men of justice.
Albert Havener and Sandra Hal• • • •
electrical appliances used in the
selected vocation. was a mere child. He was, I should Mrs. Errol M. Wiley had won third
We flnd in this book of Kenneth for the mothers and friends of the
A chapter of the National Thes- home, such as flatirons, ironers,
' Variety ls the spice of life” and say, about 12. maybe 14 years old. prize in the weekly Post football
Roberts wild, beastly, conniving Freshman class, Tuesday afternoon, lowell played for the musical numAfter 57 or more years I find lt contest.
dishonest political debauchery that with the members of the class [ bers. Clifford Cameron attended to pian Dramatic Honor Society has toasters, washing machines, ranges, we need all trades and professions
It did not seem possible to many
discourages our earlier conceptions and their advisors. Miss deRoche the curtain. Mr. Harson made the been organised, known as Troop refrigerators, vacuum cleaners, and , to make this old globe revolve Impossible to recall the names of
of what brave men like Washing mont. Mrs. Ludwick. Miss Nottsge. mottoes, and several parents and No. 431. At a recent meeting, these j lighting, telling in an interesting smoothly and it is regrettable that all tlie singers but here are a few ; friends and neighbors of the Wileys
the most economical seme are forced by circumstances of them.
i Ray had only entered the contest
ton and Franklin, fought for and Mr. and Mrs Nutter, and Mr. and friends enjoyed this delightful officers were elected: President, i manner
Christy Adams; vice president, I methods bf their use.—Vivian Falla and a deflated food receptacle to do ( Otis Lord was male melody king, for the flrst time this past week.
worthily won. We flnd from this Mrs. Matheson as hosts and host program given by the students.
Roger Conant; secretary. Doris
• • • • ,wcr|j fCr w[,jcb they are unfitted- ( nnd was assisted by one or two His dad and many other local resibook that the crucible of the Revo esses. Prom a large table adorned I
a fine movie in technicolor.' —by nature and inclination.
other male voices and several femi- dents nave been doing their best
At the fortnightly faculty meet Gattl; treasurer, Geraldine Norton.
lution which produced America was with a lovely centerpiece of Fall
Alaska ind tne Yukon." was shown “What can't be cured must be nine singers. Two of the best sing- to win a prize for many weeks,
not alone a matter of the Colonials flowers, and lighted with orange ing. Monday afternoon, a moving A formal meeting and initiation
against England.
There were candles, tea was poured from sil- picture "Tlie Middleton Family at was held Tuesday evening at the j at Tuesday's Senior High assem- ,endured” fits in here pretty well.! ers in that locality were "Manie” J Official word from Boston reached
the Wiley home and the whole
loyalists who believed that a new ver services by Gloria Witham. Vir- I the New York World's Fair” was residence of Coach Smith, troop bly. Douglas Cooper conducted de-Variety, however, we must have and ! and Alice Benner. I can't say for
world or country could be built ginia Witham. Arlene Pickett, and I shown, with the purpose of aseer- sponsor. The aim of the society votions. This picture was shown this calls to mind a little yarn I certain, but think they must have town soon learned ol lt.
been in the choir as they were alBaseball and football are Rays
without the bloodshed and suffering Elsie Norton. Punch was served tainlng which individual classes is to create a more intelligent in- to Junior High at a special assem- heard once.
A minister was calling the at- ways inducted into service when hobbles. He had four scores exactthat war w’ith England entailed at another table by Joan Baum could make best use of the film. terest in dramatics in our school, bly later tn the day. Clarence de* * • *
Rochemor.r., Anson Olds and Ever- j tention of hls flock to the wisdom good singers were wanted.
’ly right and was only one point
The author paints Samuel Adams and Jeanette Robishaw. and sand The picture was made by Westing
The Red Coss unit of this school; ett Spear were projectionists.
| of the Creator in furnishing His
Otis Lord was a fine singer. He off on six others. He called the
a veritable knave and scoundrel wiches made by the Home Ec girls. I house and shows the interesting
children with an abundance of good was a brother of H. M. (Bert)Lcrd Holy Cross-Temple tie 7-7. It was
and chief cause of their condition and cookies, and mints were served features of their building at the has chosen these officers: president
In the safety broadcast given I things—peace, plenty and variety, ' who was a singer of note and a | actually 6-6. Like the second prize
politically and many others of by a score of freshman girls to fair. Clarence deRochemont was Arthur Schofield; vice president
projectionist.
j Stanley Murray; secretary. Knott Saturday running by the Tyler 'Why.” he exclaimed, “we need va- one time editor of The Cornier-i wlnnei he had thc Iowa score exwhom we have much admired in the many guests.
Rankin; treasurer, Barbara
'
’Lamb. School. Director George I. Shaw rlety in every walk of life. We Gazette. I will have more to say actly right, seven pointe He re
Georgia Stevens. Ruth Carter.
our history as equally bad men.
Franklin Blaisdell has been elec- ' chairman of Refugee Committee, commended Principal Blaisdell and cannot all think alike and have ex- about the latter.
j peated on the scores for Yale ard
The noble character of the storj' Clara Hallowell, and Elizabeth
is of course Oliver Wiswell, and ' Holmes welcomed the guests at the ted vice president, and Betty Lena Cuccinello; chairman of Supt. Cummir.g on the success of actly the same desires. It would J Will (W. N.t Benner had a nice Alabama. In addl'on he prehis father before him.
They ! door, and Jane Packard. Eloise O'Brien sccretarj’ of the Junior : First Aid Corps. Milton Robarts: the driving course given in this be a humdrum life and lead to tenor voice and was the leader in dieted Springfield would not srore
' chairman of Roll Call Committee. school, saying that none of those great unhappiness if we all desired that section of the choir. He also and it didn’t. Because nis predtcstand out of like sunshine through Law. Betty Clough, and Vera Pay- High Dramatic Club.
• • • •
Harrison Dow; vice chairman. An- passing the course had met with the same thing. For instance, if all played cornet solos in a very pleas- tions v ere closer to the outcome
clouds of darkness and are son. junior girls, assisted in the j
Evelyn Willis of the senior short- son Olds. The chief purpose of any accidents since the course has men were minded as I am they ing manner, which added much to and scores of the games, than any
booth.
real men of strength and valor.
A program arranged by Shelby hand class and Douglas Small of this organization is to afford the been given in the past four years. 1 would all want my wife..”
i the enjoyment of the congregation • of his competitors except the first
The author has spent three years
• ♦ • •
And then the old Deacon with a ' and members of the choir. Tile and ?econd prize winners he was
of hard and almost constant work Glendenning and Elaine Poust was the office practice class have as- school the means of co-operating
on this remarkable book that one given during the tea hour: Greet-• sisted Principal Blaisdell in the | in the promotion of the interests | Louise Harden has passed her nasal twang arose and remarked— 5 cornet Will played was something: award-4 the third prize of $10.—
follows through to the end with deep ings. Lincoln McRae, president of office this week. Office boys have and activities of the local Red 80-word test in Gregg shorthand, i “Yea, Parson, and lf all men were ' of a novelty in those days. It was Boston Post
amazement: he has produced some the class: vocal trio, "Moonbeams.” been Frederick Allen. Lewis Stock- Cross Chapter,
notable characters which, like Ruth Emery. Georgia Stevens, and ford. Oordon Wotton, Lee Wotton,
As Rockport has dropped from
Dickens immortal personalities, will Margaret Economy, accompanied Kenneth Conway, Albert Smith,
live to be quoted and remembered. by Shelby Glendenning: song, Paul Stockbridge, and Carl Ilvonen. the Girls Basketball League this
year, there will be only six league
Tom Buell is absolutely new in ’•Rhythm on the River,” by
This week s "Maine Schools on i games this season, with this sched-was-.
kind and Mrs. Byles and her mem Charles Seaman. Charles Young.
ories most engaging. The love Richard Stevens. Reginald With- the Air" broadcast will take place I uie: Jan. 3. Lincoln at Rockland; B
story of Sally Leighton and Oliver ir.gton. Lincoln McRae, ar.d Robert at Ellsworth High School, with Jan. 7, Rcckland at Camden; Jan.
holds the heart throbs of tender Paul, accompanied by Shelby Glen band, instrumental and vocal 13. Thomaston at Rockland; Jan. y
and constant love that is worthy denning; accordian solos. -LaOol- solos, and other entertainment. 17. Rockland at Lincoln; Feb. 4.
the struggles through bloodshed endrena,” and "My Wild Irish These broadcasts are on Sundaj’s Camden at Rockland; Feb. 11. •
Rockland at Thomaston, There i
tar and feathers and mob spirit a' - Rose.” Morton Estes: vocal solo. at 4 p. m.
PAY TO THE
are other games being planned
tivities and slovenly English war ”A Million Dreams Ago.” Pauline
:>
ORDER OF
On
Monday
the
4th
period
Oral
outside
the
league.
fare.
Havener, accompanied by Dorothy
English class, taught by Mr. Smith,
The book opens up much of neg Havener; harmonica solo. “It’s a
TV
;”
organized itself into a club with
The Junior Red Cross Council or
lected history. Possibly this seem Hap-Hap-Happy Day." Osmond
the
following
officers:
president.
ganized
in
Junior
High
has
these
ing neglect has been from design Palmer, accompanied by Mrs. Es
William Atwell: vice president. officers and committeemen: Presi
on the part of historians, to let ther Rogers: song and tap dance.
Walter Dodge; secretary. Ruth Rob dent. Pauline Stevens; vice pre6ithe world forget the flaws of other Beverlj- Cogan. accompanied by
inson. Its purpose is io afford a dent, Harold Axtell; secretary,
Mrs.
Louie
Rogers.
days. We flnd the rebel hatred
Decorations of orange, red. and ! variety program once every' two , Evelyn Sweeney; treasurer. Jeanwas almost beyond indurance, yet
weeks throughout the school year nette Gardner; chairman of Stuthe Loyalists almost lost their ca brown in keeping with the Thanks
Appointed by tlie president were dent Welfare, Sandra Hallowell;
giving
season
were
in
charge
of
pacity for proper indignations
Kathleen
Weed. Barbara Board- chairman of Community Welfarei
while trying to make the rebels Joan Look and Joyce Mitchell. The
man. and Franklin Call to choose Oeorge Goldfarb: chairman of Nasee what they saw for future living hostess committee was headed by
and worth,• cf effort. Mr. Robert Christine Newhall and Louise Vea a name for the club—Ruth Rob- tional and International Good! mson
will. Faith Long. Each teacher
spared io effort in his search for zie; and Lincoln McRae, Raymond
* * • •
' acts as a sponsor of a particular
authentic incidents to make up Chisholm and Charles Seaman were
Elliott James, former High 1 Junior Red Cross activity.
these chapters, and today with in charge of clean-up.
| School teacher, r.ow of the Pitt
• • • •
•
•
•
•
world couiit’ons as thej- are it
Parker Co., gave a scientific proAt the Older Boys' Conference,
comes forcibly to our minds, this
Sheets of carborundum haw gram on Liquid Air Demonstrations which was held in Bangor last
futility of suffering and no ad been placed on the Mairs by Car before tlie entire school recently weekend, Anson Olds was elected
vancement in betterment for fu penters Kelley and Sukeforth. With a stageful ot apparatus, he President of Knox County for the
ture protection.
Carborundum is a crystalline ar did startling experiments in low 1941 Conference. The boys elect
The portrait of Oliver Wiswell tificial compound of carbon and temperature, the liquid air being from their own numbers, one gena strikingly attractive personality silicon, harder than emery, and 1320 degrees below zero. He ran eral president and one president
was the authors and the artist. used as an abrasive and refrac an airplane with liquid air as fuel, j for each county.
Orant Woods conception of this tory, so the r.ew treads should be ' drove rubber nails with a mer- ;
• • • •
character, loyal to his ideals and able to withstand the footsteps of i cury hammer, shot off a dannon I A meeting for all hockeycandipassion for justice; and is the 800 students passing to classes five without the aid of gunpowder, and dates
was held Tuesday after
thrilling slip cover allurement One times a day! Each sheet weiglis 70 j closed his demonstrations by show- school, andJohr Storer was elechas many degrees of temperature pounds and costs around three dol ing the characteristics of the in- , ted captain by the members of last
while reading this book. Once lars. The material is ret off in cendiary bomb.—Sulo Salo
j year's squad. The task of putting
started it will always be read to half inch squares for tread.—Sulo
• • • *
up the boards was discussed and
the end. There is actually epic I -Salo
A Librarian's Club has been or- the squad decided to start immetU• • • •
quality here. Well bound in dark
gar.ized. composed of Junior/girls, i ately on this work. David Mazzeo
blue, with gold lettering on the
A student program by Miss They are the librarians while the is coaching the sport this year,
back, a handsome book for any I Hughes' room was enjoyed at the library is one one-quarter hour
library and splendidly made by ex 1 Junior High assembly Wednesday after the close of the afternoon
Miss June Freeman, Home Serv
cellent workmen.
morning.
The introduction in session. When r.ot otherwise en ice Advisor of the Central Maine
cluded devotions, flag salute. Pre gaged in thr library, they work on Power Co., was speaker in Miss
All food handlers of all sorts, amble of the Constitution, singing the picture file to be used with the
grocers, marketmen, fish dealers, of "God Bless America.” the new opaque projector which the
milkmen, wholesalers, etc., are re American's Creed, and the sing schocl lias just bought, and will
REAL ESTATE
quested to attend an extremely im ing of "Maine.”
otherwise assist the senior libra
The program: piano solo, Joyce rians The gicup consists of Mir
portant meeting at 8 o’clock Mon
Prospect waiting for shore prop
day night at Community Building Cumming; and exercise, ’Steps to iam Dorman. Marian Curtis. Pearl
erty. Wants 3 to 10 acres of land.
when details of the Food Stamp Patriotic Efficiency,” Lorraine Iott, Smith Virginia Bowley, Louise
I would like more listings of farms,
Plan will be presented. E. R. Vlrignia McCaslin, Georgia Treat, Cal'ahan. Beitj Munro. Ruth Wot- | woodlots. residential and business
Ernest Munro. Leslie Nelson. Mary ton, Lec’.ia Grindle, Elizabeth
Veazie, Mayor—adv.
Lou Duff, Dorothy Harden. George Marston. Clrrotte Gilchrest. Bar- I properties. Tel. or write F. H.
Goldfarb. and Slifton Hunt; song. bara Lamb. aauline Spear *’arcy ' Wood at office of O. If. Tripp En
I
I Lois Clark; accordion solo. Bev- Howard, Errbara Lassell. R'..rh i gineering Co. Rockland.
140-142
I erly Glendenning; recitation. Oliver Graves. Be'ty Clough. Harrlette |
i Williamson; dialogue, “The Mak
ing of the Flag,” Dorothy Bisbee.
I Raymond Bowden. Clifford Cam_
Get a
eron; clarinet solo. Franklin BlaisT&i&onatr
I dell; song, Ernest Munro; sketch.
'Getting the News.” Oscar Flint
GET IN LINE NOW FOR A BIG PAY JOB
Kenneth Chatto, Dennis Trask.
Be a Qualified Welder
a |i Walter
Flint; tap dance, Edith
All Practical Training By Expert Instructors
CLUBS MAY BE OPENED
CLUB CLOSES
I Carr, guitar selection, Ruth and
Day and Evening Classes—Low Tuition Rates
Otto Proctor; dialogue, “Training
THE 1941
AT ANY TIME
NOVEMBER 20
for Service." Florerce Brown. Shir
BATH WELDING CO.
At;ZVrvraa/ your loan is tailor- ley Drinkwater, Gerald Bradley,
3 SI MMER ST.
BATH, ME.
TELEPHONE 99!
made to fit your needs.
141“146
Robert Achorn. A surprise feature
CLASSES
was a humorous sketch directed
TOO CONTROL TH€ COST—You set
PAYMENT WILL BE MADE
and played by Vance Norton, Earyour own payments and pay on ly

Won Post Contest

i

CHRISTfDflS CLUB

5

Need

KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO.

CASH?
IZED

LEARN WELDING

1941

JOIN

LOAN \

for the days you use the cash.
YOU BORROW “ON YOUR OWN-’
We make loans on just your sig
nature—$25 to $250 or more.

For a Personal Loan Write THE

f&i&oncd. finance cd.
MARTIN j. RIELLY. Mgr. Room No.
201, Floor N o. 2,
Kresge Bldg. Phone
1155, 241 Water St.
Augusta, Me. Small
Loan Statute License No. 1.
Charges 3% on unpaid monthly
baSrwes up to
$150; 2h%
monthly on balances above.
MBJsd

NOW IS THE TIME!
WATER PIPES RENEWED
AND WIRED OUT
NEW SEWERS LAID
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
PLUGGED
SEPTIC TANKS & CESSPOOLS
AND CEMENT WORK
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS

S. E. EATON
TEL. 1187-R, ROCKLAND, ME.

MONEY FOR HOMES
TO HELP BUILD—BUY
MODERNIZE—REFINANCE
EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS

Rockland Loan & Building Association
18 SCHOOL STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.
120Stf

.25
.50
$1.00
2.00
5.00

Per
Per
Per
Per
Per

Week
Week
Week
Week
Week

FIRST PAYMENT DUE
WEEK OF DECEMBER 2

Christmas
Club
NOW

1940

ON DECEMBER 2
JOIN THE NEW

1941 CLUB
NOW!
Call At Our Bank OrI Branches
And Ask For Details

MAYOR SIGNS ON DOTTED LINE

lies and, secondly, acting as a stim
ulant to business. At present thc
Plan is operating in approximately
150 areas in various sections cf the
United States.
The Pood Stamp Plan had Its
origin May 16,1939 in Rochester and
has proven so successful that no
agency has ever been abandoned.
Nov 25—Scribblers Club meet’ with
Mrs Ethel Knight Fisher. Camden
Mr. Miller tcld The Courier-Ga
Nov 25—Limerock Pomona enter
zette reporter yesterday. The oth
tainment at Megunticook Orange.
Camden
er Maine municipalities which have
Nov. 26- Thanksgiving Tea at Home
it are Bangor, Portland and Houl
for Aged Women
Nov. 26-27 Rockport—Senior class
In hts office at the City Building handling fcodstuffs. and these mer ton. In New Hampshire there are
glay "Uncle Toms Cabin" at Town
late yesterday afternoon Mayor chants will be called to their first two cities and 29 towns. Frem
Nov. 27—Warren Pageant. "America Edward R. Veazie affixed hls sig
Maine have come 25 requests for
meeting at tne Community Build
the Beautiful." by the Grammar and
designation.
nature to a contract which will
Intermediate schools.
ing next Monday night at 8 o'clock
Nov. 28—Thanksgiving Dav
Some idea of the extent and im-1
Nov 28 Jimmie and Dick's new
Radio Show at Community Building
portance of the plan may be judged
Nov. 26— Knox County Poultry Im
from the fact that Rcckland has
provement Ass'n meets at Appleton
OUT AGAIN—IN AGAIN
Orange hall.
} between 5C0 and 6G3 needy families,
Nov
29- Methebesec Club meets
John R. Moulaison, who yes
containing more than 1900 in
with Mrs Katheryn St Clair
terday n.arched away to the roll
Dec 1—Annual banquet of Rock
dividuals.
of drums and waving flags, bounj
land Fire Department at Community
The Stamp Pian enables eligible
Building.
for induction into service in Ban
Dec. 3 —Waldoboro - Woman's Club
families to buy more food by in
ger, found himself rejected last
meets at Community Oardeu Club
creasing the purchasing power ap-. night, due to one missing tooth.
House.
Dec 5 — Thomaston — Federated
' poximately 50 percent through thc j With characteristic energy he
Church Christmas fair
I issuance of free surplus food order I shortly had a dentist driving in
Dec 5-6 Senior Class Play "FootLoose" at Rockland High School
stamps. Two types of food order a new tooth, and on Monday
Dec 6-7 Knox County Camera Club
stamps, orange and blue, will be! John R. Moulaison will replace
Exhibit at Community Building.
Dec 7—Knox Pomona Grange meets
made
available. Both types of I himself in the service through
with Evening Star Grange. Washing
stamps are worth 25 cents each, j co-operation of the local board
ton.
and the Hangar authorities who
Dec. 9—Knox County Ministerial
Por every two orange stamps pur- |
Ass'n meets at Federated Church.
applauded his fine spirit.
chased .the family is given free one I
Thomaston.
Dec 12—Monthly meeting of Bap
blue surplus stamp. In other words
tist Men's League (Note change ln
free blue stamps will be issued In
The Woman's Association of the
date I.
Dec. 25—Christmas Day.
the ratio of 50 cents for each $1 Congregational Church will grate
worth of orange stamps purchased. fully receive money, fruit, pies,
Ralph Dyer. Front street shot a
In all cases, the orange stamp pur vegetables and jellies for the
doe Thursday at Somerville.
chase requirements are in accord Thanksgiving baskets in the church
ance with the present family ex vestry on Monday Nov. 25.
Important drill meeting will be
penditures for food.
held by Miriam Rebekah Lodge
The purpose of the orange stamps
Arrangements for the Rockland
Mayor Edward R. Veazie signs a is to guarantee continuance of the
Tuesday night at 7 30
Fire Department's annual banquet
rontraet tabulated to help mer. family's regular food purchases and
wil lbe completed at a meeting to be
chants and individuals.
may be used to purchase any food held in the Central Fire Station at
TIIE HOLIDAY ISSUE
for human consumption which ls at 7.30 tonight. The festivities will
Following Its usual custom
make Rockland the fourth city ln not normally eaten on the store
The Courier-Oazette's Thanks
be held in the Community Building
the State to adopt the Federal premises.
The regulations pro- one week from next Tuesday night
giving issue will go to press
Food Stamp Plan.
• hibit the purchase with food stamps
Wednesday afternoon. Adver
Watching his official act were of alcoholic beverages or tobacco
tisers. correspondents and other
More Talk of the Town on Page 4.
Norman Fitz-Patrick. program su in any form.
contributors are asked to have
pervisor for the area in which Rock
The
free
blue
stamps
can
be
spent
thelr offerings ln this office at
Strand Theatre features next
land is Included; Charles M. Quinn, only to obtain specially designated
the earliest possible moment.
supervisor for Maine. New Hamp surplus commodities, which are used week; Sunday. Monday and Tues
shire and Vermont district, and as additions to the family's normal day, "Foreign Correspondent," with
Joel McRea and Loraine Day;
The workings of the Pood Stamp Bernard J Miller of Philadelphia, food supplies.
Wednesday and Thursday, "One
Plan, shortly in force in this city, a regional program superviso, who
Poods at present “in surplus” and
will be discussed in detail Monday will remain in Rockland one week which may be purchased with the Night in the Tropics,” with Allan
night at a meeting to be held at while the machinery connected with free blue stamps are; Butter, raisins, Jones and Nancy Kelley; Friday,
Community Building, starting at 8 the Stamp Plan is being set in mo- rice, pork, lard, pork products, corn Saturday. "No Time For Comedy."
oclock. All food handlers, grocers, I tion. Hls work will be educational meal, shell eggs, dried prunes, with James Stewart and Rosalind
milkmen, fish dealers, wholesalers j in Its character, informing the re 'hominy grits, dry edible beans, Russell.
tail food dealers of the part which wheat and whole wheat (graham)
etc. are requested to attend.
“The Lime City Boys,” a Rock
they are to play, and instructing flour. Irish potatoes, fresh oranges,
The annual meeting and ban I those who are eligible to participate fresh apples, fresh pears, fresh land musical organization which
quet of the Rockland Chamber of under the Department of Welfare. grapefruit, fresh cabbage and has attracted much attention at en
tertainments in Rockland and vi
If all goes well the Pood Stamp onions.
Commtrce will be held at Com
munity Building Monday night Plan will be In full operation here
The basic purpose of the Pood cinity, will broadcast from Station
Dee. 2. A turkey supper will be Dec. 1st. Tlie central stamp dis Stamp Plan, which is an agricultur WLBZ Sunday forenoon between
served at 6.30 p. m. An Interest tribution office is likely to be lo al program, is to assist farmers 11 45 and 12. In this group, which
ing program has been arranged cated In the office of 3. N. Southard, throughout the nation in dispos is equally delightful singing or
for the evening, and members of chairman of the board of overseers, ing of surplus farm crops. It pro playing are Walter Griffin, Adelbert
the Womens Auxiliary of the adjoining the City Building. Under vides that the regularly established I Babbidge. Arthur Crockett, Ralph
Chamber are urged to attend. It this method of distributing relief business channels—ln this case the M. Choate, WUliam Neupolia and
will be very helpful to the Secre the city store, with Its completely wholesale and retail food merchants Elmer Withee.
tary lf members returning tickets inadequate facilities, disappears —shall be utilized to distribute
, will enclose their names with the from the picture.
Daniel Chapman is now confin
these surplus foods to needy fami
Mr. Quinn will explain the work- lies.
same. Extra tickets may be ob
ing his entire energies to the
tained at the offlce of the Chamber I ings of the Pood Stamp Plan to
As a result the Plan not only as Chapman-Esso service-eenter at
every retail dealer ln Rockland sists agriculture, but makes two Walter Butler Square, Broadwayof Commerce or by calling 860
other distinct contributions to the North Main street. He has given
BORN
public welfare, first, by improving up his lease on the Cottage-Main
All food handlers of all sorts,
Harrington 1ft Waldoboro. Nov. 17. the health of publicly assisted fami street Esso station.—adv.
grocers, marketmen, fish dealers,
to Mr. and Mrs Mertland Harrington,
milkmen, wholesalers, etc., are re a »on—Eugene Melvin.
At Warren. Nov. 15. to
quested to attend an extremely im MrCampbell
and Mrs. Elwood Campbell, a
portant meeting at 8 o'clock Mon daughter-Ruth Maud.
Rover At Warren. Nov. 16. to Mr
day night at Community Building
and Mrs. R E Royer (Marie Marr), a
when details of the Pood Stamp , son.
Overlork—At Knox Hospital. Nov.
Plan wlll be presented. E.' R.
20. to Mr and Mrs. Charles Overlook
Veazie, Mayor.—adv.
ot Warren, a son

talk OF THE town

Rockland’s Food Stamp Plan Becomes
Effective Dec. 1st—Merchants
Meet Monday Night

'CV£Hlh

sprowl
At Camden Community
Hospital. Nov. 21. to Mr and Mn
J Walter Sprowl. a daughter
Armstrong—At Camden. Nov. 22. to
I Dr and Mrs. Sherwood Armstrong, a
daughter—Sandra Joan

WISE OWNERS SPECIFY
C. M. BLAKE’S WALL PAPERS

|

"Snowball In Helt" the storv of
a $60,000,009 glamour girl of Park
avenue whose escapades develop a
romance more thrilling than all her
money. Begin this new serial in
the American Weekly Magazine
with the November 24th Boston
Sunday Advertiser.
141*lt
Beano at the Elks every Friday
night
129-tf

Visit Lucien K. Green & Son for
Purs; Burdells Dress Shop for
Dresses. Complete storks always
on hand. New merchandise coming
In every day at moderate prices.
See them today. Odd Fellows Bfock.
School street, Rockland.
107-tf

BINGO

MARRIED
Cro,,-McKenney At Rockland. Nov22. Sylvanus Cross of Rockland and
Teresa McKenney of Rockland—By
Rev J. Charles MacDonald

WHEN PLANNING TO REDECORATE

ANNUAL BUNDLE SALE, suitable for all rooms and
room lots from 75c and up
On Our 1940 Stock of Wall Papers 30' - to 50%
Discount
A wide range of colors and fabric effects

DIED
Brann—At Washington. Nov
21.
Alonzo J. Brann. aged 56 years. 11 I
month. 4 days. Funeral at Stickney’s |
Corner church at Washington. Inter
ment ln Marr cemetery.
Gross—At Swans Island. Nov. 25.
Evere.t Oross aged 74 years.
Smith At Vinalhaven. Nov.
18.
Grorgtr Etta, wife of Charles E Smith. ,
aged 69 years. 9 months. 28 days.

SALE BEGINS WEDNESDAY, NOV. 27

C. M. BLAKE’S WALL PAPER STORE
662 MAIN STREET ROCKLAND, ME. TEL. 1051

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank all my friends,
members of the Knox Hospital staff.
Sunday school class and classmates
fcr the gifts, carda and fruit sent to
me during my Illness
Maxine Chcyne

GIVE YOUR WIFE A VACATION

THANKSGIVING DAY

SPEAR HALL. TUESD'Y NITE. 7.39
Ecaro at G.A.R. hall Monday,
Specials Big Chicken Dinners
Free Turkey Dinner, Merchandise 2 p. m.. Nov. 25. Free specials and
door prize—adv.
141-lt
value $2; and Other Prizes
141‘lt

DANCE
OCEAN VIEW BALLROOM
Every Monday Night

DANCE

BUD CLARK and ORCHESTRA
Dance 8.30 to 12.30
Admission 30c, including tax

AT

TAKE TIIE F.AMILY TO

HOTEL ROCKLAND
DINNER $1.00
WE SERVE ALL MAINE NATIVE TURKEYS
Served from 12.00 to 2.30 and 6.00 to 8.00 P. M.
PLEASE MAKE RESERVATION'S EARLY—TEL. 580
141-142

FOR THANKSGIVING

APPLES AND SWEET CIDER
/

EVERY SATURDAY NITE
At

GLEN COVE

Thanksgiving Eve

McINTOSH REDS, COURTLANDS, DELICIOUS,
AND SPIES
At the Sign of the Red Apple, Route 17

Dancing 9.30 to 1.00

THURSTON ORCHARDS
R. E. THURSTON, UNION, ME.

141

HAL S RHYTHMAIRES

an your entire Thanksgiving Dinner at Our Markets and Save Time and Money. Plump tender Turkeys,
shining red Cranberries, crisp clean Vegetables . . . everything from savory Soups to palate-pleasing assorted
Nuts, featured at prices that enable you to Save without stinting on quality and quantity.

SELECTED LITTLE
PIG
■A3

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL HOME

Ambulance Service

Ambulance Service

• • •

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
9 CLAREMONT ST. TEL. 662
ROCKLAND, ME.
98-tf

THE HIGHEST FORM
OF CRAFTSMANSHIP
is exemplified in the memorials
carved here from rugged granite
and beautifully-marked marble.
Regardless of which type of
stone you prefer, you can be
sure that it will be flawless in
every detail and sculptured to
perfection. All monuments ire
correctly designed in the mod
ern mode.

Wm. E. Dornan & Son,

INC.
CEMETERY MEMORIALS
EAST UNION A THOMASTON
tnatf

TO ROAST

>■» TWANK.

A large lot of fancy lean

IfEtrThe time honored Turkey, roasted to a golden brown, and oh, so tender and flavorsome when
is one of our selected birds. Heavy with meat on the breast and Joint . , the best that ran be
bought at any price. To be assured of obtaining an extra fine bird we urge you to select yours
NOW. You can leave it in our modern cooler until needed.

little pig pork loins cut

TURKEYS

will

it

from tender little pigs

WE WILL HAVE A LARGE ASSORTMENT TO CHOOSE FROM
ALL FANCY YOUNG BIRDS—GET YOURS EAR1.Y

CHICKENS - DUCKS -

GINGER ALE

be

for

Prices Will Be Low

PRICES ARE IX)W

CANADA DRY

LARGE BOTTLES

CLIQUOT ULl'B

CONTENTS

CRANBERRY SAUCE.. .. .. .. . 2 tins 2lc

available

your selection.

- FOWL

FROM NEARBY FARMS

ALL NATIVE BIRDS

THANKSGIVING TABLE

DATE, FIG. PLUM

HEINZ PUDDINGS.. .. .. .. . 2 Ige tins 65c

DIAMOND BUDDED LARGE SIZE RED STAMP

CARAMEL POP CORN 3 Ige cel. bags 25c
SWEET CIDER.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . gal jug 29c
FRESH OYSTERS,,
pint 25c
Stickney & Poors STUFFING, pkg 10c

STRAWBERRIES, Birdseye .. box 23c
PEAS, Birdseye.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. box 23c
THANKSGIVING CANDIES
PECAN MEATS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 6 oz pkg 25c
FANCY QUALITY

RIBBON CANDY.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 lb box 31c
ASSORTED POUND BOX

CHOCOLATES

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 25c

HERSHEY KISSES, cello bag................... 21c
ASSORTED HARD CANDIES............ lb 19c
ASSORTED CANDY STICKS............... jar 10c
ASSORTED CHOCOLATES............ 5 lb box 79c
A REAL TREAT—THE FAMOUS OLD FASHIONED

SPONGE CANDY ... 3 giant bricks 25c
Walnuts—in meat. 1 lb bags 23c
FANCY MIXED NUTS .. lb 23c
Fresh Roasted PEANUTS 2 qt 19c

NUTS

BEST FOR ALL YOUR
THANKSGIVING NEEDS
HONEY BOY

BREAD

NONE SUCH MINCE MEAT............ 2 pkgs 21c
DROMEDARY DATES, pitted 2 7!4 oz pkgs 23c
FRIENDS MINCE MEAT................. Iqe tin 25c
BULK CITRON................................... lb 29c
SEEDLESS RAISINS.................... 3 pkgs 19c
SEEDED RAISINS........................ 2 pkgs 15c
FRIENDS BAKED INDIAN PUDDING .... tin 10c
FRIENDS RICE PUDDING................... tin 10c
GREEN GIANT PEAS.................... 2 tins 27c
BAKER’S CHOCOLATE.............. i/2 lb cake 15c
MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE ............. 2 lbs 47c
JELL-0 ..................................... 4 pkgs 19c
PUMPKIN................................ 2 Ige tins 19c
SQUASH.................................. 2 Ige tins 19c
MINCE MEAT, old time brand............. pkg 9c
CURRANTS............................ 11 oz pkg 10c
BULK DATES................................ 2 lbs 25c
PITTED DATES.................... 6!/2 oz pkg 10c
KNOX JELL, choice of six flavors .... 3 pkgs 10c
BELL’S SEASONING........................ pkg 9c
SWANSDOWN CAKE FLOUR............. pkg 20c
DATE AND NUT BREAD................. 2 tins 25c
JEWEL SHORTENING................... 3 lb tin 37c
PURITAN OLD FASHIONED

FRUIT PUDDING.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . tin 10c

HONEY, BIRDSEYE STRAWBERRIES, FIGS, DATES, TOMATOES, LETTUCE, CAl'LlFLOWER, CUCUMBERS, STRING BEANS BRUSSEL SPROUTS, SQUASH, TURNIP.
PEARS. DELICIOUS APPLES, GRAPES, WHITE ONIONS, RED ONIONS, PASCAL CBLERY, ALL KINDS OF CHEESE, CHESTNUTS, MUSHROOMS, SWEET POTATOES, SWEET
PEPPERS, McINTOSH APPLES.

SODA CRACKERS 2 lb box 14c

SW,FTS »«oo«ieu,

USE THESE CRACKERS FOR YOUR
TURKEY DRESSING

BUTTER

BABY LUNCH
CRACKERS

WALNUTS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb 25c

JUST A FEW THINGS YOU WILL NEED—

2—15C

3 ‘29c

Fresh Crisp Celery ... 2 bchs 19c

LB.

Cranberries,

PURE

LARD

2 LBS.

Are you having dinner guests this
Thanksgiving? If vou are, serve Perry's
SUPREME DOUGHNUTS—just watch
their eyes light up at thc first bile—
and remember you have more than
one kind to choose, from—we offer
Plain, Chocolate, Cinnamon, Sugared
or Molasses.
DOZ.

29/

Potatoes,

1 SALE
We|ch,s

GRAPE JUICE
only

1

with purchase of

ONE QUART WELCH’S
at regular price

BOTH for 44

THE

OLEO 2 17c

FANCY MAINE

SUGAR 10- 50c

Sauer Kraut

NORMAN R

FLOUR

qt 19c

f('^pe

6 lbs 23c

™,XE

Apples,

ASPARAGUS. 2 No. 1 tins 29c

ONE
N
BOTTLE

Admission 35c and 25r, plus tax
117Stf

TELEPHONES
390 or 781-1 or 781-11
9-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
119-tf

THURSTON-S BEST

WEDNESDAY. NOV. 27

Music Hy

HOLIDAY TABLE

FOR A DELICIOUS WELL SERVED

ELKS HOME
DANCING

Paqe Three
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peck 17c

LgraiSe 1

Pascal Celery.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . bch 19c
F.D.
DEAN’S

3 lbs 25c

lb 23c

Mild Cheese.. .... .. .. .. .. . ..
BAG

Miracle Whip D^JTNG qt jar 32c

A New Taste Thriller—Try This New
Peppermint-Chocolate Flavor in

Mayonnaise

Pre-Mel 4 -15c

Spry or Crisco lb tn 17c; 3 lb tn 47c

CONFECTIONER'S

pt jar 23c

---------------------,------------------A GRAND THANKSGIVING CAKE FOR YOU

'
SUGAR 3 PKGS 19c

PERRY

'SJ*

Southern Fruit Cake.. .. .. .. .. . • 29c
The Rest of Quality—Fresh Every Day

MARKETS

PHONE 1234 FOR PROMPT DELIVERY’ USE THE LARGE PARKING SPACE AT OUR PARK ST.MARKET
i
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THANKSGIVING DAY SHOW

WALDOBORO

««««
ALENA L. STARRETT
Correspondent
ftftftft
Tel 40

fi« ««
mrs

i guise Mnxig

Correspondent,
I

Tel. 37 ^r,
Mr. and Mrs. George Carlton ot
Camden were visitors Thursday
night at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
William Labe.
Mrs. George Brown and daughter,
Isobel and Everett Welt of Brook
line, Mass., arrived Friday to visit
Mr. and Mrs. Osborne Welt.
Lawrence Brown of Woburn,
Moss., is visiting his sister, Mrs.
Wilbur Hilton.
Mrs. Willis Crowell and Mrs.
Ellard Mank were in Augusta
Thursday to attend a hearing on
the Wage-Hour bill.
Mrs. William Flint was hostess
Thursday night to the Bridge Club.
Mr. and Mrs. Crosby Walta held
a benefit bridge party at their
home Friday night for Good Luck
Rebekah Lolge.
Mr. and Mrs K K. Weston. Mrs
Samuel Weston. Miss Eugene
Keene and Mrs. Lawrence Weston
visited Wednesday in Portland.
Miss Grace Cotton and Mrs.
James Lockery of Bath were guests
Wednesday of Mrs. Lilia Blaney
and Miss Marcia Blaney.
Mrs. Paul Carpenter, Mrs Myron
Collett of Skowhegan and Mrs.
Leona Gay of Norridgewock were
visitors Wednesday at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Shoppe.
Mrs. Lawrence Weston attended
Donation Day Thursday at Lin
coln Home in Newcastle.
Charles C. Lilly Auxiliary who
attended the Third District Coun
cil meeting in Thomaston Tues
day were: Mrs. Flores Wellman.
Mrs. Ralph Pollard, Mrs. Joseph
DeNapoli. Mrs. Waldon Osier, Mrs
Josiah Jameson and Mrs. Otto
Rodamer.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Chilles of Bel
fast were guests Wednesday of
Mrs. Annie Grant.

WARREN

Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Jordan re
turned Tuesday to Medfield, Mass
having been called to North Haven
to attend the funeral services for
Irving Grant. They were guests
here of Mrs. Alice Cook.
Mrs. Alice Cook visited Tuesday
with Mrs Dana Smith Jr in Bruns
wick.
| Betty Moore, who has been ill, is
better.
Harold Moore is ill at his home.
Miss Blanche Washburn is ill ih
Auburn.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Tolman of
of West Rockport were visitors
Sunday at the home cf Mr. and
Mrs. Austin Wiley.
Thirty pupils from the local and
J Union upper grades have been in
vited by George I. Shaw, director of
(the Maine Safety Division to put on
a safety program broadcast over
WRDO. Augusta, at 10 a. m Dec. 7.
Mrs. Chester Robinson of South
Manchester, Conn . and Mrs. Henry
MacCraw of West Newton, Mass,
have been in town on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Merrill Keene of
Biddeford were recent guests of Mr
and Mrs Fred Hoyt, Pleasantville.
Mrs. Laura Starrett and Albert
White of Ivy Chapter OES served
as visiting officers Tuesday in Rock
port. Mrs. Starrett as secretary, and
A DICK
Mr White as sentinel. Others of
MMI
the local chapter who attended were
rtt NOVE*ifr BOYS
Mrs. White, and Mrs. Evelyn Rob
inson, who served as guest candi
dates.
Mr. and Mrs E S. Carroll. Mrs.
Jimmie and Dick, radio comedians, return to Community Building Ellen Wellman. Maurice Wellman,
Thanksgiving Day with a brand new feature show, with such headliners and Mr and
R
Beane and
as The Georgia Peach, Smiley and Sue. The Knowlton Three and others.
were
M(md
Qf Mlss
Charlotte of The Knowlton Trio, played the minmba-xylophone as a
SDear
Major Bowes star. There will be shows at 3 and 8 P- m.
,

te ttZ

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN Handles Big Fair
The next meeting of the Baptist
Men's League will be held Dec. 12.
one week earlier than usual so as
not tc conflict with the Christmas I
rush.

SEMTEJFb CRANE'S

WONDERFUL VALUE
I

Daniel Chapman who has con
ducted the Esso service center at
Main street corner of Cottage has
given up the lease and will still
conduct the Broadway and North
Main street Esso station at Walter
Butler square.
W. P. Burpee sustained a serious
fall down the stairs a few days ago
and was badly shaken up. Fortu
nately no bones were broken. He
is confined to his bed. an excel
lent nurse in attendance, and hope
is held out for general improve
ment.

£ for thc gay season in
store

Long and Bracelet
Length Sleeves

The students of Mrs. Ruth E.
Sanborn are preparing for their
first Musicale of the season to be
held at her home Sunday after
noon. Dec. 1. at 4 o’clock.

Mrs. E. I. Mason of Front street
picked enough dandelion greens
from her garden for her dinner
yesterday.
She brought along
samples by way of proof; also some
rugged looking Swiss chard.

%

. New Styles
SMART DRESSES

Miss Ruth Lenfest of Glen Cove. [
a graduate of the Ballard Business
School in 1939 has a position in I
the office of the Hughes Woolen
Mill at Cainden.

Miss Kathleen Chase, telephone
operator at the local office, is hav
ing a vacation this week, during
part of her vacation she is a guest
of Miss Nathelie Smith at Port
land.

$

Clarence Leonard
The North Knox Fair Assorlation
held its annual meeting in the
Union Town Hall Wednesday and
showed its confidence in the old
board of officers
them in power for the coming year.
The fair has thriven splendidly
under the direction of President
Leonard and his associates, and
has taken its place among the
State's big Fall events.
The officers are:
President—Clarence Leonard.
Vice President—Carl W. Mitchell.
Treasurer—Jchn H. Williams.
Secretary—Herbert L. Grinnell.
Trustees—R M. McKinley. R R.
Hall. Albert Sherman. Charles E
Vanner and J. D Pease

Never Coming Back
The Tr agedy Behind a

The Thomaston Women's Bowl
Bicycle Offered As a
ing team rolled the H P. Cummings
“
Good Trade”
team Thursday night at the Star
Alleys. The boys did "take the
In the Nov 5 issue of this newsleader Sunday night at 6 o'clock at cake” and the ladies a few points.
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If tax
ink- 25
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Finder gtaaw call 867-M________ 141-tf
Baptist Church Notes
liberty in Lubec.
Overlock who has been in Rhode
Lawrence Portland Cement
en
at
once
28
CRESCENT
ST
dltlonal lines five cents each for one
CANVAS tep tarpaulin lost between
At morning worship Sunday at
Knox County High School stu
m in time. 10 cents for three times
five Naum and
Ernest Harmon, surfman. who ^'.and for the past 10 days, will re- plant °' Thomaston gave an ‘“J*1*
Adaine and Crescent
10 45 the pastor will deliver a
small words to s line
Beach,
.1 E BRADBURY Tel 1170-J
dents
and
teachers
are
cordially
'
aAhe^iiwr^^f ih^ron"
An applicant for the "good trade'
___ ____________________________ 14OJ42
special Thanksgiving message on has been substituting for one of turn with him.
I appears at the' advertised locathe Keepers at Rockland Break- J Charles Clark
and
Willard
at the meetln8 of the Con"
the subject, "The Man Who Re
V-8. red hub cap found on St.
gregational
Brotherhood
held of the recent State Football Series tion and was met by the girl's W AIM
water
Light
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is
now
Sprague
of
Massachusetts
who
were
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turned Thanks." Sunday School
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——
----------—
spending
a
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of
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with
here
cn
a
short
business
trip
have
meets at noon; Young People's
of questions after the talk. A com the dining room of the Copper
•'Doesn't your daughter use the
age an advantage Reliable nursery
meeting at 6; service with sermon his family ln Rockland for 10 days i returned home.
munity sing was enjoyed, with Ray Kettle with Coach Al McCoy of birvcle anv niorp*’** hp was a.sk pri ftrm udiits man o\t*r 40 as direct rep
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Light
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for
one
’
Doug
all
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with
their
guests
At a Union Thanksgiving servMr and Mrs. Warren Hills of the games. WhJle students and gone away to be married.''
conn valley. Manchester. Co™>;n
Barnard of the Methodist Church of the Keepers, for several weeks who were in town for a few days. Holbrook. Mass. have been guests teachers are ipc-al guests all per
TAKING orders for evergreen wreaths
“When Is she coming back?"
LONO Wheelbase l'2-ton truck wantlh£ cemetery. CHESice Wednesday at 730 Rev. O. G. He was accompanied by Mrs. Lyons have returned to their respective of Mr gnd Mfg virgii Hjus
sons in’erested in the series or in
ed 193*5 model or later
Pav cash IJ® A
^OSE, Brooklyn Helrhts.
"She's never coming back.”
and
and daughter Pauline.
1 homes in Cambridge, Mass
will give the message.
CHARLES KIGEL. Warren. Tel R-’3 Thoma-ton. Tel 180 11.______ 141-143
Members of E. A. Starrett Auxili- Colby are warmly urged to be pres
And the girl never will come back.
Rev. J. E. Beseant of Jefferson
141*143 | BUILDING 60x35 ft for sale reaaonMiss Vernetta Foss of the LightE-ntwood R I.
ary. s.U.V., who attended the in ent. All Colby alumni and their
RELIABI.E person to handle famous »•»*•
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Orocery route consisting full *1 "*’d Columbia Aie City. Built as
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A fellowship supper was held lage were recent overnight guests 3en'iceSpear of this town. Miss Ida Stev- Colby friends in behalf of the colCIDER for sale
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"Second Piddle" will be the Sun houaew rk wanted, to go to Maas
Wednesday with a large atten of Mrs. Clarence Beal
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____--------------------------------------------------.
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Worship at 10.30; Sunday School Oazette
furnacea made to heat each room at
The Medomak Chapter Degree Head Light the past week substi
Earl Bojnton was a recent busl- Madeleine Haskell; vice president.
_____
FURNITURE wanted to upholster, an even temperature P A CLARKE.
at 11.45; Loyal Workers at 6; eve called
team has initiated 16 Green Hands tuting for Keeper Hamor, returned ness visitor in Camden and Rock- Eveiyn smith; secretary. Mart
and delivered T. J FLEM We t Rtckp;>rt Te) 1318______ 139*141
Don Matheson of the High School ning service at 7. Mid-week prayer ING, 19IorBirch
St . Tel. 212-W 131*136 tf
into Fr;«d:.m Chapter of Future Nov. 19 and then spent 48 hours
NATlVfc" fresh dressed Capons,
SPOOF while
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T.
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Moving 45 Main St . TEI. 25 city •
138*143
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...
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degree team initiated Richard and daughter Anne Dunn of New said 16-year-old Freeman Kennedy keeping
tonics tn Ostrex tablets pep up Arthur S Smalley. Prop . 239 Main St..
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land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orden soft. |9. fitted dry hard wood. 11 50 ft.
in
their
club
work,
and
parents
are
Harry
Murray
and
Frank
E.
Mor

Daniels and Miss White. Miss Bar anlldtad H C RHODES Tel 519-J J. B PAULSEN. Tel. Thomaaton 62
can Education Week by spending and Surfman Merchant called died from compound fractures of
132-tf
120-S-tf
well pleased the Club wlll continue row of Camden were the only visi- bara Allen will play her accordion
a half-hour each day discussing Monday at the Spruce Head Sta the arms, less and ribs.
D&H hard coal. egg. stove nut
under as capable leadership as ing Rotarians. Harry Hiser and tomorrow. The Girl Scouts will meet
subjects in connection with educa tion on their way to Vinalhaven.
814 50 per ton. del. Household soft coal
that of Mrs. Lord. An assistant Joseph Tobin of New York were Friday at 4 ln the Library.
this week and unable to teach her 88 per to», del Nut sire New River soft,
tion and common defense.
Phillip York, surfman, enjoyed a CLARK ISLAND
not sc eened ,»9 ton del : screened, 810
i leader will be appointed and an- guests. Dr. Walter Conley handled
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Lowell are class. Mrs. Smith of Rockport has ton del M. B & C. O. PERRY. «19
At a recent special assembly Mr. turkey dinner Sunday at the home
Mr. and Mrs. Niles and son and ' nounced. Meetings are held every
Main St . Tel. 487
132-tf
occupying thelr new home.
been substituting.
Gray introduced Capt. Ralph Pol of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Sarah Niles of Rockland were j other Thursday afternoon at the the lively song session.
Andrew Breen and daughter
lard who spoke on "The Preserva Henry York, Spruce Head.
Miss
Lydia
Lehtinen
recently
re

guests ounday of Mrs. Jessie Wil home of the local leader.
One of the most interesting and Gertrude have returned from a turned home from Knox Hopsital
Elmer Farnsworth. B. M.. at the liams.
tion
of American Democracy
instructive meetings of the year visit in New York.
Elects New President
Through Education.”
local Station is on five days leave
Her sister Mrs. Elmer Starr was
*
Lewis Taylor of Long Cove. Mr.
was held Wednesday night at the
Miss Nora Clark will go to Cam with her for a few days.
Seventeen parents and friends at his home in Jonesport.
G. L. Cole, teacher of physics
SMALL unfurnished apartment to
visited the Eighth Grade room
Mrs. Alton Brown who has been and Mrs. Charles Cushman of Port and mathematics, also athletic coach Sea Scout ship headquarters. Fol den Sunday to spend Thanksgiving
let. Suitable for one or two perrons.
Magune Ho i e:‘Rockport Inquire MRS
during recent night session. A on a weeks visit at Boothbay Har Clyde and Mrs. McLain of Thom at Thomaston High School was lowing the color and ship ceremony with her sister Mrs. Maud Anthony.
ROBERT MAGUNE. 186 North Main St
Mrs. Gussie Chadwick enter TENANT’S HARBOR
dramatized review of the Civil War bor returned home last Thursday. aston were recent callers on Mr. named new president of the Knox and piping new Skipper, Oscar
141-143
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Newell
J.
Smith
and
Mrs.
Charles
Butler.
Wishman
aboard.
She
boys
were
tained
the
Baptist
circle
Wednes

was given by the pupils. The Sev
NEW epartment to let. Four rooms
Mrs. H. W. Andrews of Nortons
Academy of Arts and Sciences at
and
daughter
of
Milo
were
in
town
Instructed
in
elemental
first
aid
and
bath
Heated,
hot
water,
electric
Joseph Craig of Bath visited a recent meeting of the governing
day afternoon.
enth and Eighth Grade Girl's Glee Island picked her last sweet peas
stove and garage No children TEL
Mrs. Nellie Melquist and son of Monday to bring home Miss Ar 1067 J or call at 355 Broadway after
i Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. James council of the Academy, replacing and artificial respiration by Fire
Club sang Sunday at the union from her garden Nov. 19.
lene
Coolbroth
who
has
been
their
Chief
Allen
Payson
of
Camden.
5_p^ni________________ _______ 141M43
Tenants
Harbor
have
been
guests
service of the Methodist Church.
A. H. Calder, warrant officer of Harrison.
1 Qr Freeman F. Burr of Wayne,
guest the past few weeks.
ITTRNISHTD apartment of three
Mrs. Jessie Williams and guests, i state Geologist, who has been The boys were intensely Interested of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Lowell.
the Coast Guard, who has been in
rooms to let, suitable for roiiple; ga
in this, firing questions and sugLoss of reception on automobile charge of Isles of Shoals and Ports Mr. and Mrs. William Williams and j president since 1935.
A family from the Burnt Island rage If desired. C. A EMERY Tel.
141-tf
radios is due in large part to lead- mouth Harbor Stations for the past daughter Helene and Robert Brown : Additions to the Council were, guessing situations. He instructed ROCKVILLE
Coast Guard Station recently 436-M______________
TENFMifT'T df elx rooms with flush
in wires. An integral antenna on several years was transferred to of North Weymouth, Mass., were i Wilbur Strong of Thomaston and them in new methods of bandaging,
moved
to
the
Nelson
Gardiner
tene

to let at 137 Broadway Apply 89 PARK
Mrs. Caro Eells of Fitchburg re
______________ 140-tr
the 1941 Ford radio enters the set the Spruce Head Station, located recently entertained by Mr. and , Alton Decrow of Rockland, both of explained the pressure points, cently spent a few days with Mr. ment formerly owned by Ormand ST.
splints
and
how
applied.
Rnd
HEATT$) furnished rooms to let.
directly, boosting reception nearly at White Head Island as offleer- Mrs. William Erickson of Long whom have been actively interestHopkins.
and
Mrs.
LeRoy
Tolman.
MRS 8TOCKBRIDOE. 41 Limerock Sr
Schaffer method of artificial res
50 percent.
in-charge of the Reservation.
Cove.
ed in the Arboretum and the
140*142
Mrs. Etta Wall and Miss Della
Mrs. Ida Barrows has been con
piration. Chief Payson, after a
Maynard O'Brien, surfman, re
Academy
for
several
years.
Mrs. James Harrison was guest
furnished apt., lights,
hearty reception, agreed to attend fined to the house this week with Bickmore arc entertaining a rela hotTWO-rocm
watir
use
of
bath.
Adults
onlv.
turned
Sunday
from
10
days
leave
Norman W. Lermond. Curator is
Wednesday of Mr. and Mrs. Edward
STATE OF MAINE
tive from Texas for a few days.
Garage for storage 23 Cedar St. TEL
again for further instruction. Wed a sprained ankle.
spent at his home in Lubec. Mrs. Hopkins in South Thomaston.
CITY OF ROCKLAND
enroute for Florida, where he will
1148-J._________________________ 139-141
nesday began a membership drive
F. J. Hunter in company with
Rev. and Mrs. Byrd Springer.
Hearing
ng will
v
be held at the City OBrien remains in Lubec on an
spend the Winter.
FOUR-nom apartment to let, ga
for the Scouts to comply with his son-in-law Arnold Nelson and David Sivewright, Sr., and Miss rage
____
Hall ln thee City of Rockland, on Mon extended visit. Mr. O’Brien shot
50 Mechanic St , TEL R63-M
day. December 2. 1940. at 7.30 o'clock
High
Schoo
Activities
________________ _______________ 139-141
emergency
mobilization
orders.
SOUTH
THOMASTON
Capt.
Norton
of
Rockland
had
a
Doris
Peterson
representing
the
ln the afternoon, by the municipal a deer on his gunning trip.
(by Gloria Haskell)
TO lease— Mortem Esso Service Sta
Several prospective new members day’s hunt for deer in Washington Seaside Baptist Church ar.d its
officers for the approval of applies
Miss Alice Baum had as guest
tion. Main St.*.' Rorkland. TEI,. 680
tions for Club or Restaurant Malt
last week Miss Florence StinchThe Student Council and adviser, attended—Roland Hayes, Earl How this week. Mr. Nelson was the Christian Endeavor Society re __ __________________________ _139-14l
Liquor Licenses, made by the following
STATE OF MAINE
persons or clubs:
field of Wayne who was a class Principal Herbert DeVeber. will at ard, Herbert Hillgrove, and Rich lucky hunter, bringing home a cently attended a Baptist Conven
FIVE room house to let, modern
CITY OF ROCKLAND
Harry E Fitzgerald, 564 Main St.
convenience-; centrally located. In
tion in Waterville.
Albert C. Daniello. 6 Park St.
A hearing will be held at the City mate of Miss Baum at Westbrook tend today the annual Maine Con ard Seaman. All boys, 15 and old deer.
quire MRS EVELYN SNOW, 8 Oreen
Hall tn the City of Rockland on Mon Junior College.
Ross Hewett. 262 Main St
ference of Secondary School Stu er are invited to attend—-previous
Mrs. Florence Boldue who has
St, Thomaston.
139-tf
day, December 2, 1940. at 7 30 o'clock
Charles Ronco. 8 Park 8t.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Rackliffe dent Councils at Cony High, Au scouting experience desired but been ill for several weeks is en
ROOM to let at 15 Orove 8t. TEL
Arthur E Saunders. New Hotel In the afternoon, by the municipal
STATE OF MAINE
579-W. MRS FLORA COLLINS 136-tf
officers, on the application of Arthur ar.d daughters of West Somerville, gusta.
not necessary. Meetings will be tering Knox Hospital to have XRockland. 291 Main St.
Notice ol Recount
Fraternal Order of Eagles. 16 Elm St E Saunders, for a license to sell spiri Mass., recently visited Mrs. Helen
FOUR-room heated apartment to let;
The Sewing Club, under the di held each Wednesday at 7 at Gen- rays taken.
A recount of referendum ballots
Owl Benevolent * Fraternal Club, tuous and vinous liquors at New Hotel
Furnished If desired 7 Elliot
In the election of September 9. hath.
Rockland, No. 291 Main Street. Rock Rackliffe.
rection of Miss Hayden, has finished Berry Engine House. Adult guests
After a week's vacation Jose cast
13 Oak St.
St.
THL. Thomaston 24.
133-tf
1940. In reference to question No. 5
land. Maine.
Mike Ristaino. 295 Main St.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Stahl of the Red Cross work, and later will at the meeting were: Stephen Ac phine Tolman has returned to her relating to elections ln the city of
UNFURNISHED apartment to let.
All persons may appear to show
All persons may appear to show
cardi, Life Guardi and Russell bookkeeping duties at John Bird Biddeford and question 6 relating to Four rooms and bath. Call at 12
cause, if any they may have, why said cause. If any they may have, why Cochituate. Mass., spent last week do knitting and more sewing.
creation of a police commission in Knox St., or TEL 156-W.
132-tf
applications should not be approved said application should not be ap end with Mrs. Stahl's parents Mr.
W. B. D. Gray of Thomaston, Al Thompson, U. S. C. G. Kickapoo. Co.
Biddeford, will be held at the State
proved by the municipal officers.
by the municipal officers
SMALL unfurnished
apt, . to let. ELLA
--------—
..
House,
at
Augusta,
beginning
Wednes

Dated at Rockland, this twenty- and Mrs. Edward Hopkins.
Dated at Rockland, this twentyCassidy of Rockland, and Harold
Mrs. C. W. Blackinton of Roek day. November 27, 1940. at 10 o'clock COLLINS. 25 North
aln St., Tel
third day of November. A. D. 1940.
third day 6i November. A. D. 1940.
629-M
130-tf
Castner of Damariscotta, spoke to planning to organize a radio club, land Highlands spent Wednesday In the forenoon
Attest
:
Att”t:
E. R KEENE
FREDERICK ROBIE.
THREE room -------turnlshed
apartment to
• E. R KEENE.
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS the
— Students
------------- Thursday
----------- v afternoon
---------- — the students to meet for the Tues- with Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Sherer.
jUUjf
Secretary
ol
State.
let
at
12
WAD
ST., or 11
City Clerk.
City Clerk
on amateur radio. Mr. Gray is I day night.
Mrs. Margaret Carr has been ill
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Every-Other-DaV

Beat the egg whites until frothy,
add cream of tartar and continue
beating until the eggs are light.
Continued from Page One)
Sift the sugar four times. Sift the
« ft Aft
Consistent, Anyhow, They ing in a fool’s paradise and didn't
Rorkland League of
flour mixed with salt four times
Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M., over Stations WNAC, Boston;
MRS. OSCAR O. LANS
Women Voters
Lose Eight Straight Games know it. We were shipping our sur
Add the sugar to the egg whites,
WTAG, Worcester; WCSH, Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart two tablespoons at a time, then
Correspondent
plus products to every hungry na
To the Ganders
tion of the world.
The National Board of the League ford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.
gradually fold in the flour and add
Then something snapped. Mr
Mr. and Mrs. Leo W. Lane and
of Women Voters today appealed I
The Ganders made it eight
the vanilla, four Into ungreased
Fon Timothy are passing the week straight at the Cascade Alleys I Hoover was then President, and our
to Congressional leaders to pass I Heaped high at the grocer’s are No money necessary, just the five tube cake pan. Bake for half an
eyes swept in his direction. He
in Boston.
the Ramspeck civil service exten- I the Fall’s riches from gardens and box fronts and your name and nour in slew oven <275 degrees F >
Tuesday night and it looks as if
.
... .
,
.
. wa& tlle cause of tl?.e impending
then increase the heat to 326 drMiss Virginia White went Friday the Skippers
sion bill before adjournment and at truck farms . . . purples and yel- address.
will hate to grin and doom, He had sharp eyes, for he
| grees F and bake 30 to 40 minutes
to Waverly, Mass.
the same time voted to seek defeat lows, vivid greens and ruddy scar
books.
With
Now
then.
recipe
for
bear it foi a while longer, before saw prosperity just arcund the cor are suspicious of each other, and
of the measure unless the confer lets . . . colors an artist would love holidays in the offing . you'll flnd ; longer.
Mr. and Mrs. Emile Coombs have
can issue that commemorative ner- Ile £aw
but 11 was running both aie disregardful of the Jew, ence committee, scheduled to meet
work with, only these represent
returned from Rockland where Mr. thev
One -Step Creamed Potatoes
_ .
.
. .
,
... in the opposite direction. What
“Our best Illustration of intoler Monday, eliminated the Nichols flavors an artist in the kitchen I cipe book full of delicious molasses
.
j . j
Coombs served on traverse Jury postage stamp in honor of a vie- happened?
Three cups cubed, raw potatoes.
Well, a.l you need to do ance was the pclitical campaign
sffould be working with.
Let's recipes, the Good Luck recipe book,
quota amendment.
at Knox County Superior Court.
tery. The Qandcrs are chanting
5j,udy the table showing our
1 cup milk, ts teaspoon Sterling
when Alfred E. Smith ran for the
start
with
the
jade
green
cabbages
the Knox booklets Including the
The fourteen-member board, con
Union Church Circle, had a that old refrain "Nothin' From imports and exports. I have in mj
Presidency," said Dr Libby "You cluded a week-long session at the and don't tell us you never cook j Knox endurance plan leaflet, the Salt, few grains pepper. 2 table
large attendance Thursday. Supper Nothin’ Leaves You," and with eight hand a list cf 12 of the great na
know what happened Al Smith
them because they're too odiferous. 1 grand, spandy new Nestle book of spoons Land O' Lakes Butter.
was served in the vestry.
Put potatoes, milk, salt ar.d pep
tions of the world. In 1929 we sent dad a sense of humor even in de Hay-Adams House, based its appeal
In the chaste dignity of the Wo- 1
straight goose eggs (or should we
to these nations a total cf over feat. The first thing he did after for a “genuine" merit system on men's City Club everyone was eat favorite semi-sweet chocolate re per into top of double boiler. Heat
Wilbur Oarey returned Thurs
say Gander eggs) in their win $3,5CS,OCO.OOO cf our export goods;
cipes. and "Quick Tricks with O. quickly until water boils ln low
"the urgent need to maintain con
day to Eastern having been guest
column thc Skipmen are wondering in 1938 to these sane countries we the votes were counted was to send fidence in democratic institutions." ing shredded cabbage the other Washington Broth Aces." All the er part of double boiler, then low
of his daughter Mrs. Albert Carver
a one-jvord cablegram to the Pope: The board action culminates an day and liking It. It had been books are free and yours for the
what it’s all about.
er to simmering heat. Cook 35
sent but $1 860 033.KO worth of cur
The Lions' Club met Thursday
Link Sanborn continues to be the goods, a less over nine years ol more Unpack. It was all so unnecessary intensive nation-wide League cam shredded finely, almost covered asking. Ar.d do ask for a Kirkman minutes or until potatoes are ten
r.ight at Union Church vestry.
and
so
un-American
"
fair haired iwhat there is of it) boy i than $1,520 COO,COS. We lost over
paign for passage of the Ramspeck with water, cooked uncovered for catalogue, showing and telling you der. Stir in butter. Serves s.x.
Dr. Libby referred to an experi bill “with no patronage comprise."
Just seven minutes after the water about all the Kirkman premiums |
Ruth Carver visited Thursday tor the Ganders and they owe many MWM0 000 ,n cur Canadbn trad<?
MENU
boiled and dressed with cream and available with Kirkman coupons. |
in Rockland.
of their wins to the good average he alone Wha, d0 the£J hgu.cs mean ment conducted in hls city in which
Speaker
Rayburn,
8enator
James
Oeorge Newoert was pleasantly has gathered so far this season, economically? The.r meaning was for one hour each Sunday morn M Mead <N. Y.) and Representa butter. Did you know the odor
Breakfast
One more free offer! Send your I
surprised on his birthday Tues Shields again was tops for the poul- (swifyy expressed in closed factories, ing men of all creeds and races arc tive Robert Ramspeck (Georgia) from cabbage, onions or cauliflower name ard address for a free 'four- |
Grapefruit Segments
invited
to
meet
together.
A
total
could
be
almost
eliminated
if
day. Supper was served and cards try team, and his high strings this j in our inability to consume all we
bowl sample of Maltex. the whole j
chairman of the Senate and House
Oatmeal
of
1700
men
are
enrolled
in
that
they're
cooked
in
half
milk
and
featured the entertainment. Mr. year have forced the ol Goose into produced, in plowing under crops
wheat and barley cereal. Yours
conlereees, were sent messages urgToasted Bacon Rolls
class
—
Catholics,
Jews,
Protestants
Newbert was the recipient of sev second place, a position the old w'a,,|and gming utte pigs in order to Dr. Libby expressed some doubt ln^a'orable action before Congress half water, and they taste that for the asking!
Coffee
much better too?
I
eral gi.'its. Those present were horse does not relish, and from,(<x pr;ees
whether even in intelligent America 1 adJ°lns on the measure *hlch wouId
Creamy
Chicken
Hash
On
O.
4
C.
Lunch
Do you know much of the flavor
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Winslow. Mr. which he will try to emerge to the j ncw iet lLS (ace the future for a such an experiment can succeed, j Pla"c 200 000 federal J°bs und€r
Potato Sticks
of
mushrooms
is
lost
if
they're
Broiled
Sausages
and Mrs. Lafayette Smith, Mr. top| moment. Since 1938 we have lost
The second failure is in our in- clvil sen’lceThree tablespoons Land O' Lakes j
•One-Step Creamed Potatoes
and Mrs. Francis Conway.
“Wytn'' Guilford emerged from whatever business we were doing ability of applying social remedies j In a message to Speaker Rayburn peeled, and they won't need it if
you scrub them well and drain Butter, 1 cup finely chopped celery, 1
'Orange Delicious
Union Sunday School will meet the slump he has been in for the with France and Oermany and
to conditions created by scientific the board said:
thoroughly? Do you know about 1 O. Washington chicken-flavored j
•Mrs. Noel's Brownies
at 10 o'clock. Worship will be at past weeks and led his team against Italy and some other nations, and advancement. Dr Libby reviewed
"The work of the 76th Congress chopping the green leaves of celery Broth Ace, 2‘i tablespoons flour,
Tetley Tea
11 o'clock with Thanksgiving ser the fast running Oanders, but the this fact has aggravated conditions
the amazing strides of science, and will not be complete until the Dem- to use like chopped parsley for H cup milk. 1 cup cream. 2 cups 1
mon by Rev. Kenneth Cook. The best they could- do was to snaten here at home. Arc we likely to re then asked pointedly:
Dinner
J ocratic majority has made good its
garnish and flavor, and do you diced cooked chicken, salt and pep
vested choir will sing the anthem the last string from the wreck by cover these markets before the
' But what do we do when we 1936 platform pledge, reaffirmed in dry and pulverize celery leaves, per, O. & C. Potato Sticks.
Chilled Kemp's Tomato Juice
"O Give Thanks." Harry Coombs five pins and see the Skippers i whole wcrld gees bankrupt as the have an abandoned Quoddy except 1940. to place all but pollcy-deterCocktail Bites
Melt butter in a saucepan and
will sing a solo. Evening worship breeze over the finish line 42 pins result of possibly another hundred to take a little city over by the mining positions in the federal then add them to an equal amount
•Creamy Chicken Hash on
of salt for seasoning?
| add celery. Cover and cook over
will be at 7 o'clock with inspira up. The worst part of the story is years' war? Of course, we are In State? What do we do when a service under the merit system,
O <fc C Potato Sticks
tional message by the pastor; that the crowd all sat down to a creasing our exports to Canada and mill brings in improved machinery
Do you ever stuff stalks of cel- low heat for about 10 minutes,
"It is vital that the House reverse
Oreen Peas
Junior League will meet at 4 fish and 'tater supper at the home Great Britain, but Just hew long and displaces 203 men, except to J its action of insisting upen the ery with salmon and crumbs and j stirring frequently. Add the flour
Stuffed
Celery
and Reiishgs
o'clock; Tuesday at 7 o'clock the of Postmaster Drew before the can these countries continue to buy? let the men go on relief? What Nichols quota amendment and im- seasoning, braise in a little chicken 1 and mix well. Add the milk (ln
•Angel Food Cake
prayer service will be held in the match and heretofore fish and tastock
and
serve
with
Hollandaise?
I
which
the
broth
Ace
has
been
disIt all sums up to this: That now happens to our towns and cities ' mediately enact the Ramspect civil
Oocd Luck Letaon Sauce
vestry. Junior Epworth League ters have oeen just the diet that the and forever hence we must become
Have you tried combining a quart solved) and the cream gradually,
Coffee
when improved ways of living forces service extension bill, as originally
will hold a Thanksgiving party in Skiupers thrived upon and could adjusted to an entirely new way of
of cooked Brussels sprouts with a and cook over low heat, stirring
• Recipes given.
them to live beyond thelr means reported by the conference com
constantly
until
thickened.
Add
the vestry Saturday from 6 to 8 always be counted on for a win.
cup
of
sliced,
sauted
mushrooms,
living. How far we shall become except to issue more bonds?”
mittee.
o'clock.
When fish and 'taters went back dependent upon a federal govern
"Extension of the merit system using a thin cream sauce? And the chicken and salt and pepper to
John
Barrymore's
unvarying
The third failure is in our appar
A shower party was held in on them the poor Skippers felt they ment for support of our people ls ent unwillingness said Dr. Libby, in 12VJ6 was important, but in 1940 sometime when you have three taste. Serve on O. & C. Potato breakfast menu: Two soft boiled
Union Church vestry Friday for had lost their last friend. They are for the future to determine. Mil toilive up to the old standards that it is imperative because of the bur cups of leftover cooked cabbage, Sticks. Serves four to six.
eggs, toast with cheese, coffee.
Mrs. Edith Erickson. The pleas at their wits' end as to what to do lions now out of werk. gnd the mil have come through the ages.
dens placed upon government due the kind that was cooked seven Mrs. Noel’s Brownies
ing program was under the direc to stop their losing streak. Oene lions yet to be born who will be out
"How long has lt been," he asked, to the world situation and the ur minutes shredded, try it with a
Two eggs, 1 cup sugar. H cup
tion of Mrs. Cora Peterson. The Hall has threatened to break a leg cf work, and the millions yet to be “since you heard anything about gent need for maintaining confi Creole sauce of onion, green pep
melted Land O' Bakes Butter, 2
vestry was beautifully decorated by or an arm so that someone would born who will be out of work, must being 'your brother's keeper?' And dence in democratic institutions." per, tomatoes and cheese.
squares chocolate, melted. 1 cup
Mrs. Nell Thomas. Mrs Erickson have to substitute for him while somehow find ways and means of yet in a Democracy you are exactly
Do you remember those lovely
In messages to Senator Mead and
received many beautiful and use the rest of the Skippers are hoping 1 maintaining themselves and feed- that. In a Democracy no man liv- Rep. Ramspeck. Miss Marguerite illustrated Edgar Guest poems we flour. % teaspoon Sterling salt. 1
ful gifts.
Refreshments were that Postmaser Drew will catch the | in8 their own offspring. Shorter eth unto himself. The welfare of M Wells, National League presi- offered a little while ago? That cup nutmeats, Si teaspoon vanilla.
Beat eggs, add sugar gradually,
served by Mrs. Vaughn Johnson. grippe or sumpin'so that he can ge’I bours ln the wcrlt da> - increasing one is the welfare of the other Or dent, said:
offer has been renewed Just in
Mrs. Frances Oakes. Mrs. Evelyn a grip on himself and beat that San- shifts in our mills end factories, where is the group today who dares I "Alter expressing its approval of time for Christmas gifts. Send then shortening and chocolate.
Patrick and Mrs. Gladys Coombs. bom guy once in a while. But education toward the limitation of to charge against the common ene- j the o.iginal conference report the the Indian girl cut-out from Land Mix flour, salt and nutmeats and
add to first mixture. Flavor and
Mrs. Georgie Smith
they all feel they can stick it out size of families, lowering the age my. We pussy-foot, and call it good Board of Directors of the National O' Lakes Sweet Cream Butter beat well. Bake 26 minutes at 350
of
retirement
—
these
radical
moves
wrapper
with
10
cents
to
Marjorie
cit^enship. You have a State liquor League's of Women Voters reafOeorgie Etta, wife of Charles E till the losses count up to ten and
y helP But so long as we have store here in Rockland: we have 1 firmed League's decision to oppose Mills. Yankee Network. Boston, or degrees F. When cool, cut in ob
Smith, died at her home Monday then anything can happen, even < ma
vast tracts of land untenanted and one in Waterville. The State boasts ' such compromise of the merit your own station, and get two love long pieces.
after a short illness. Deceased perhaps to a win for the Skippers.
It has been talked ln bowling uncultivated, easily reached by im about the profit it brings ln. I > principle as is embodied in the ly poems “Boy or Oirl" and "A Orange Delirious
was born ln Nova Scotia, daughter
Relieve Misery
Two cups sugar. 1 cup water, 2
circles
around the Cascade Alleys proved highway, lt may be that don't know how it is in Rockland.1 Nichols quota amendment. This Heap o' Livin'," printed on heavy
of Oeorge and Rebecca Snow. Her
cream colored antique finish paper cups orange Juice. 2 tablespoons
but
in
the
Waterville
municipal
j
amendment
not
only
Is
a
gross
vlothat
negotiations
are
under
way
to
th
"
e
must
*
**
up
°
“
r
"
at
‘
°"
Improved
Vicks Way
age was 69.
1 a bureau whose work shall be that
and beautifully illustrated copper lemon Juice. 1 cup light cream,
Mothers, you wlll welcome the
Mrs. Smith had been a resident try and get a match or two on the of redistributing our population- court about every other case has lation of the merit principle, but
plate gravure etching suitable for scalded. 2 beaten egg yolks. 2 cups
relief from misery that eomes
of this town over 50 years. She mainland with a Rockland and encouraging a migration from the intoxication as the primary cause, would make the measure imposwith a "VapoRub Massage.’’
framing.
That
creates
poverty,
and
we
use
J
stole
to
administer
..
.
The
League
heavy cream.
was a devoted wife and mother Caniden team, but to date no ar
Wl^h this more thorough treat
And If you will send a label from
the profit cn its sales to relieve our 1 will seek defeat of the measure if
Cook sugar and water 8 minutes;
a
ment,
the poultlce-and-vapor
either Dromedary Date and Nut cool: add fruit juices. Slowly add
peoplo in distress. And all this the quota provision is left ln."
action
of Vicks VapoRub more
will be greatly missed.
no matter in which direction we disregard of the age-old standards | Senate conferees with Senator Bread *or Dromedary Dixie Fruit light cream to egg yolks; cook in
effectively PtHtTMUS Irritated air
Surviving are her husband, like to come Into the picture with a | turn for relief, turn we must unlss
passages with soothing medicinal
Cake Mix with 25 cents, you may
daughter. Mrs. Jack Nichols, son "second" team, but the weather man one-half cf our population becomes leads to flabby wills, crime flour- j Mead chairman, ate Senators have a handsome combination double boiler until thick, stirring
vapors... STIMULATES chest and
ishes, and society decays."
|Oecrge (Georgia) Bu'.ow <S. Daconstantly. Cool and add to first
back like a warming poultice or
Wendall Smith; a sister Mrs. Leona and oth»r considerations enter into 1 dependent upen the other half.
cake
breaker,
pie
cutter
and
serv

Dr. Libby mentioned as a fourth kotai Frazier (N. Dakcta) and Wal.plaster... stots RfLlEVlNC misery
"fixture. Add heavy cream Freeze
Reed of Thomaston; granddaugh all the different aspects of the
If this greater problem ls chal- way in which we are failing as that iace H White Jr. of Maine,
right away I Results delight even
er. Send to Marjorie Mills. Yan in ice cream freezer. Remove dash
ters. Marjorie Smith, Bernadette matter.
old friends of VapoRub.
„ . lenging, consider the second. This of cur inability to carry cn in a j House conferees with Representa- kee Network. Boston, Mass., |or er; add grated -ind of one orange;
and Margaret Nichols ar.d grand
If there are any teams ln Rock,Q dQ with the pu,stion of
TO OET a “VapoRub Massage"
your own station for these. Only- mix thoroughly and pack Makes
with all its benefits - massage
son Edward Smith.
land which would like to match I whether under the burden of the capltalistic system. He meant by tive Ramspeck. chairman are Rep. one to a family!
this
that
we
permit
extreme
poverty
Rgndolph
(W
Virginia),
Fiees
(IlliVapoRub
for 3 minutes on IM
three
quarts.
Funeral
services were held with the Vinalhavenites it is sug- 1 new economic set-up a Democracy
PORTANT RIB-AREA OP BACK
You may have a good looking
Thursday from the Fossett funeral gested they get in touch with either I such as ours can carry cn. To some and extreme wealth and are unable no!s), Rees iKansani and Edith dripless syrup pitcher with a Angel Food Cake
as well as throat and chest spread a thick layer on chest,
home. Rev. Kenneth Cook, pastor Goose Arey or Cap'n W F. Crimes I that may appear as a fantastic no to make proper provisions for those bourse Rogers of Massachusetts,
Ten to 12 egg whites, 1 teaspoon
chromium red catalin and stain
caught
between.
A
word-picture
of
-----------------cover with a warmed cloth. BE
of Union Church, officiated. The
The score
tion because so many people think a recent visit to some of the larger
less steel top by sending flve box cream of tartar. 1 Vi cups sugar. 1
SURE to use genuine, time-tested
abundance of beautiful flowers, Ganders
NORTH
HAVEN
VICKS VAPORUB.
i of Democracy as a fixed and per- centers of population gave Dr Libby
fronts from Kre-mel Surprise to cup and 2 tablespoons pastry flour,
testified to the love and esteem in Sanborn
........... 106 89 99—293 i manent thing. A Democracy is opportunity to bring heme to hls Work of Red Cross
Marjorie Mills, Yankee Network. '« teaspoon salt, 1 teaspoon vanilla,,
which she was held. The bearers Orlmes
88 90 74—252
In October 1939. Rev H F Huse
.isteners social conditions that can
were Charles Boman. Frank Has Littlefield ___ .. 72 84 78-234
not long be tolerated In a De-1 resigned the chairmanship of the
kell. Fred Clayter and Jack Phil Shields
96 95 106—297 mocracy must change also. I do
; local Red Cross and Mrs. Irven
mocracy.
lips. Interment was in Cumming s Goose Arey
93 94 83—267 i not for cne believe that such
In conclusion, Dr. Libby referred Simpson was asked to fill the vacemetery.
! changes need take us over into the to the Republic of France, as it cancy for a period of one year,
Those from out of town to attend
451 452 440-1343 totalitarian state, and I wculd fight was and as it ls today, and sought i a brief report of the year's work
the services were; Mr. and Mrs. Skippers
[ for the preservation of cur form of to account for the present state of j is here given:
Jack Nichols pnd family of Ken Drew .......
83 81 88—243 Democracy to the last ditch. But this unhappy people. It is his bein November 1939 the annual
nebunk, Wendall Smith of Whit Peterson
. .. . 74 82 98—425 ! sweeping changes will come from lief that internal political dissen membership canvass was made as
insville. Mass., Mr. and Mrs. Hall ..........
79 87 79—245 1 sheer necessity and we must be sions. inability of hostile groups to usual, by the High School pupils,
Charles Flemming. Katherine and Ouilford
88 84 109—281 open-minded enough to welcome compose their differences, intense which resulted in the largest mem
Douglass Messinger of Boston. Skip Arey .
94 97 81—272 these changes. We can't continue rivalry among the leaders, disre bership which this town has ever
Mrs Leona Reed and daughter Lu
to listen to prolonged Congressional gard of the moral codes among the had—75 members with gifts of
cille of Thomaston. Mr and Mrs.
415 431 456-1301 debate over tremendovs matters ;o-called elite, and the planting of j $115 totaling $7615. At present
Fred Hopkins and daughter of
and continue to hold a place in the the German Fifth Column within there ls a cash balance; treasurer,
Providence.
sun. Thus far we have tried to its territory are a fair list of the Winfield Ames.
APPLETON
meet the problem by vesting more causes for its downfall.
QNLYONX KIND OF DRIVE
In March came a call for
High School Notes
powers in the hands of a President.
EAST LIBERTY
If there are those,” concluded sweaters for suffering Finland.
magnificent
Appleton showed
eliminates the clutch /» . . .
is dangerous, and has Dr. Libby, "who profess to see ln Knox County was asked for a large
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Hills and teamwork Monday whfie playtog That method
y0 alrH(,
Prf, ,den,
sons, Mark cf Lincolnville and basketball against Liberty, by winAmerica
another
France,
then
we
quota
of
work
but
with
no
funds
ONLY ONE KIND OF DRIVE
, has spent ,22.093X00.000
Oeorge of S. Lancaster, Mass., were ning both games on he home court. on
may well think our problems provided with which to buy yam.
kln{b of
and
eliminates gear-shifting! . .
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
through
sanely
and
prayerfully,
and
The women of the county, with
Appleton girls ln their new scarand wh„e <e have done a
Leroy Davis.
let and white suits, played a fine big business we have made small have the courage and the fortitude the kind co-operation of Senter
ONLYONE KIND OF DRIVE
Fleetwood Pride. Jr., a student at game by defeating Liberty girls
to stand by the convictions that we Crane Co., of Rockland, obligated
profits.
the University of Maine passed 30-18.
reach.”
themselves to buy $500 worth of
has a completely automatic
Already changes have ccme ln
last weekend as guest with Mr. and Appleton Girls. 30 Walker Girk, 18
yarn to be paid for by voluntary
our
Democracy.
Time
was
when
one
Mrs. George McLain.
transmission /..............................
contribution.
Salo. rf, 4,
Hannan, rf 1 of our great ideals was that of wel RAZORVILLE
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Colby of Fitzgerald, 1
Turner, 1
Through the generosity of four
Mrs.
Maud
Howard
spent
last
ONLYONE KIND OF DRIVE
coming the distressed peoples of
Portsmouth, N. H. were recent visi Hustus. If, 4 (1),
Summer residents $150 has been
the Old World. Now we have the weekend at Mrs. Odel Bowes .
tors at the home of Mrs. Gertie
E. Knowlton, If 4 d) 1 Immigration Quota Law—so many
contributed
to
help
pay
for
this
givesfull accelerating power
Edith Overlock and Ada Pitman
Skinner.
Wentworth 1 (1), N. Harriman, c and no more.
We boasted much were among those who attended yarn. During the (Summer Knox
Mr. and Mrs. Carl L. Adams who Wentworth, 1 (1),
without manual shifting
about a land of opportunity and church services Sunday in South County was again called on for a
spent a few days at their home
N. Harriman, c 2 (1) tugged individualism. Then we be Somerville at which Miss Mabel relief fund, the quota being $6300.
here have returned to Shaftsbury. Hill c 4.
M. Harriman, eg gan
with
the Reconstruction Jones was the leader. No service This town went over the top A
Vt., where they have employment. Dwelley, (2)
Knowlton. rg , Finance Corporation ta furnish will be held there next Sunday be house-to-house canvass was made
built and backed by
Mr. andi Mrs. Lewis Ryan enter Orlffin, eg,
S. Brown, lg government aid, and we have for- cause of Trinity Union ln South by Myrtle Greenlaw, Hope Ames
tained Edward Ryan. Arline. How Aldus
and Mrs Simpson, and with the
GENERAL MOTORS
getten all about opportunity and Jefferson.
ard and David Cressey of Bath last Cunningham, rg
assistance of the Orange, Knights
rugged individualism. It was never
Mrs.
Clara
Overlock
is
visiting
weekend.
Offered in
Oerrish
of Pythias, Pythian Sisters and
intended that our Federal Govern her son in Rhode Island.
Fred W. Hooper shot a 172-pound Edgecomb, lg
Summer residents, $237 50 was
OLDSMOBILE!
ment should enter into competition
buck deer Nov. 15.
Mrs. Ar.nle Kilgore of Liver
Robbins
with private industry,, but we have more Falls and Mrs. Helen Savage raised.
Edwin Ryan is working on the
The boys won after a hard battle
The women of the community,
excavation Job of the new armory with only one point to spare, in so competed in recent years. It was of Gardner. Mass., were in town on
six Summer residents and two boys,
which is to be built on Congress the last minute of playing Pease never intended that presidential a visit last weekend.
why olds’ Hydra-Matic Drive*
12 and 13. have knit 66 sweaters,
powers should be so great as to destreet in Belfast.
J. Sabin Clark and son of Read- including men’s, women's and chil
of Appleton succeeded in getting
th<j efflci
of a congress It
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Grant re a basket therefore, ending the game
never lnUnded that onp man field were callers here Sunday.
IS SO DIFFERENT
dren’s, all of which have been sent
shir’
cently entertained their three 1.4'10 ln Appleton s fa^r
I should remain in the presidential
Roy
Turner,
Irwin
Turner
and
to
headquarters
Six
layettes
and
AND IN A CLASS BY ITSELF!
children with their families Walter Appleton Boys. 14 Walker Boys, 13_____________________ ____________
George Turner have shot deer.
more sweaters and socks are being
Orant of Millis. Mass.. Mrs. Nancy- Gushee. If 2,(1), S. Kidmore, If 3 I
★ Optional at extra cost on all models
Harold Pitman was In Union last knit.
Ordinary ’’new drives*’ are based on the principle of fluid coupling.
Hartford of Camden and Mrs. Pease, rf 2 (1)
S. Jones, rf 1
weekend.
Knox
County's
present
quota
Oldsmobile
’
s
exclusive
Hydra-Matic
Drive
is
a
combination
of
fluid
PRICES
REGIN AT
Sedan prices start
Geneva Ally of Frankfort.
Knowlton, c 2 !
Griffin, c 1
coupling and completely automatic transmission. It eliminates clutch
Mrs. Rose Boynton whose house consists of: 15 women’s dresses, 11
at $898, •deliv
f* rs*
Net proceeds from the Sewing Hustus, rg
VINALHAVEN
A. Jones, rg
and
clutch
pedal.
It
does
away
with
thc
gear
burned last Saturday is visiting girls dresses, 50 layettes, 30 boys’
ered at Lansing,
Circle sale held recently in South Jewell, lg (2)
Cram, lg (1) 1
shifter.
It
provides
a
special
fourth
speed
for
&
ROCKLAND
her daughter, Mrs. Rex Prescott.
shirts, 20 operating gowns, 15 hos
Mich. State tax,
FOR SPECIAL SIX
Montville were $75.
cruising.
It
gives
you
a
special
pick-up
gear
for
Byers,
lg
Fish, lg
BUSINESS COUPE
pital pajamas, 15 men's sweaters,
optional equip
STEAMBOAT CO.
passing other cars and climbing steep hills. The
Referee—Quinn, Waldoboro.
ROCKLAND, ME.
25 women's sweaters, 60 children’s
"no clutch, no shift” Hydra-Matic Drive is op ment and accessories — extra. Prices
NORTH
APPLETON
Appleton has joined a tri-county
SOUTH HOPE
subject to change without notice.
tional at extra cost on all Olds models for 1941.
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Meservey sweaters, 25 pairs socks’. 10 shawls
Miss Pauline King, Miss Ethel I league which is made up of Erskine Service to:
Try it...there's nothing else like it in the world!
» A GENERAL MOTORS VALUE «
for elderly women.
Vinalhaven,
North
Haven.
Ston

and
family
of
Charlton
City,
Mass.,
Merrifield and Dana Gurney were Academy, Rockport High School,
Some
of
the
work
has
already
ington,
Isle
au
Haul,
Swan's
were guests last weekend of Mr.
visitors Sunday at the home of Union High School and Waldobro
Island and Frenchboro
arrived and ls available at Mrs.
THE CAR
and Mrs. Prank Meservey.
lt s
Mrs. Clifton O'Neil. The latter High School.
Simpson's home.
Mrs.
Shirley
Merceri
of
Palmer.
Appleton
High
School
is
playing
with her infant son, Ronald, visi
WINTER SERVICE
Mrs. Irven Simpson,
Rockport High School Friday night
Subject to change without notice. Mass., spent last weekend with her
ted Monday with her mother.
Chairman
parents, Mr, and Mrs. Ormcnd
Arthur Thorndike is a patient at on the home court.
DAILY
EXCEPT
SUNDAY
Keene.
Knox Hospital as result of a
Mr. Hawes, State auditor, has and daughter of Camden and Mr.
A. M.
P. M.
From a few mechanics and bench
broken arm sustained Sunday when
a staging gave way while he was hands who puttered away in barns 5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island, Ar. 6.00 been boarding the past two weeks arnd Mrs Alonzo Meservey were
guests Sunday at Frank Meservey's.
Ar. 4.40 at Leland Johnson's.
engaged in shingling the roof at makinfl a handful of cars at the 6.30 Lv. Stonington,
7.30 Lv. North Haven, Ar, 3.30
Mrs. Clara Sweetland and Mrs
turn of the century present-day’au
the Clarence Robbins’ residence.
8.30 Lv, Vinalhaven,
Ar, 2.45 Arthur Sweetland of Searsmont
It is expected that England’s
WINTER STREET
tomobile manufacturing makes pos9.30 Ar. Rockland,
Lv. 1.30 were visitors Sunday at Oeorge birth-rate will show an increase of
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
Gold being mined in Nicaragua snble, directly and indirectly, an
119-tf Butler's.
25,000 over last year’s totals this
is used to purchase United States annual employment df 6,500,000
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Meservey year.
people.
products.

VINALHAVEN

Poor Old Skippers

Prophesies Depression

office longer than eight ytars. and
in days unfraught by political cam
paign our best brains of both par
ties declared against a third term.
In rapid-fire fashion, Dr. Libby
took up four ways in which he be
lieved American people were fail
ing to perform their duties. The
first of these is the constant prac
tice of Intolerance. We find this
among our churches today where
. creeda| spite fences have been
| £Mctpd
Catholic and Protestant

Follow The Trend

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST

LEI’S GET1WIS
GHT/

HYDRA-MATIC DRIVE !
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9
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rett and Percy Studley. Interment
was in South Warren Cemetery.
In the Churches
a a « «
St. James Church. Mass at 9 a m '
SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS
St. John's Church. Holy Eucha
rist will be held Sunday at 9 a. m.
Correspondent
ZX zX zX Z\
and Thanksgiving Day there will
A Z\ A z\
also be Holy Eucharist at f< a. m. !
Tel. 190
St. George's Church, Long Cove.
Thanksgiving Sendee will be held
The C.A.C. meets Monday night at 7.30 p. m. Wednesday.
at the club rcoms over the I.O.A.
Federated Church. Sunday School
Store.
at 9 45, with the worship prog:am
Beta Alpha meets Monday night in the Junior-Intermediate Depart
at 7 o’clock at the Baptist vestry.
ments including a Jewish Thanks
There will be no prayer meeting giving service. The morning serat the Baptist Church Thursday- . mon topic is -To Whom Much Is
night because of the holiday.
Given," and the anthem for the
Thomas Brownell, soloist of Baw- morning is “Give Thanks and
doin College Olee Club will be guest Sing. ’ "Tlie Heart of an Apostle"
soloist Sunday morning at the Fed is the subject of the evening serv
erated Church.
ice at 7 o'clock. hpwerth League
Mrs. J. J. Mayo of Belmont. meets at 6 o'clock.
Mass., was recent guest of her niece.
Baptist Church. Sunday School
Mrs. Francis Tillson, enroute to nt 9 45, morning worship service at
Bar Harbor.
11. Music will include two hymns
The first and second degrees will sung by the Junior Choir, “Jesus
be conferred on seven candidates 'Whispers Peace" and the harvest
Monday at Weymouth Orange hymn "The Song of the Reapers.’’,
Public supper will precede the meet Dudley Harvey will play as a cor
ing at 6.30 and there will be a net solo Mendelssohn's "On Wings
____
i^TTL
Thanksgiving program.
1 rf Song." Miss Beverly Kirkpatrick
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. D. Gray en J will assist as pianist. The junior
The kitchen crew and workers who put over the annual Camden Outing Club slipper at Masonic hall in
tertained at a dinner party Wed sermon at 11 o'clock Is entitled "Sea Camden Thursday night. Front row, left to right: Mrs. Louise Dunbar. Mrs. Gertrude Wa’erman, Mrs.
nesday night in honor of Mrs. Wil Gulls" and the morning sermon. Pat Rich, Thomas French, Finley Calder. Back row: Ben Burkett, Mrs. Guy Vpton, Clifford Burkclt, Leon]
—Photo by Cullen.
liam Sharpe of Minden, Nev. The I "Thanksgiving Is Good." Christian Wilcox, Philip Pitcher. Alton Crone, George Thomas, Percy Keller.
other guests were Mr. and Mrs | Endeavor meets at 6. Pauline J
(by
Betty
Foxwelh
,
Kathleen
Heald,
Tony Arico, Eleafor
the
men:
and
LiUian
Richards.
Ensign Otis of Rockland, Mr. iBurnham, the leader and the
117, for the ladies; for the five nor Carver, Beverly Bowden, Fran
A
few
hardy
survivors
of
Thurs

Kvnield and son Robert Kvnield, cf topic of the Thanksgiving service:
ces Nucclo. Childrens table: Doris
Omaha, Neb., Nathan Farwell of will be “We Thank Thee O God.' day night's hilarious fifth annual string totals, Ed. Lynch. 490 and
Olive Weaver. 500; for the 10 string Moody, Mabel King, Thelma Hen
Orffs Corner, Mr. and Mrs. Donald "Our Closest Neighbor" ls the sub Outing Club feast and frolic could I
total, by Frederick Folsom, 985 dricks: Cynthia Rich in charge.
Oeorge. Miss Letitia Creighton, ject of the evening service at 7
be seen yesterday morning, armed Winners in the pool tournaments
Servers: Rose Boynton, Har<d
Miss Clara Spear and Myles o'clock.
with brooms, wheelbarrows, and j were Arnold Lain. Rockland. Frank Weymouth, Charles Spruce, Frank
Weston.
other paraphernalia of the Clean-! Ames and Lloyd Richardson. Cam Gilmore.
Friendly Club met Wednesday at
Come early and bring your up Squad, but otherwise this town den. There were 16 contestants.
Ticket takers: Emer Crockett.
the home of Miss Rita Smith. Fol Christmas list to "The Sign of the
was unusually quiet as it caught its , More results to be announced.
B. F Mathews, Jr.
lowing a brief business meeting. Ship." 3 Eliot street. Thomaston,
breath following this annual event
Ticket sale at hall: George
Some idea of the number helping
Christmas sewing was done and a where you will find gifts to suit I
in which a large proportion of tlie to make a success of this annual Thomas, F. W. Miller, John Math
social hour of games was enjoyed. all tastes.—adv.
141-142 population participates—by donat- 1 supper and frolic may be obtained ews.
Mrs. Emma Oreenleaf will be hos
ing food, or their services, or prizes from the following lists of com
Solicitation of
Food:
Alton
tess to the club Dec. 4.
Sper.cer Individual Designing. or by attending the affair.
mittees. Thc lists are far frem ] French, Pat Rich, Mrs. Alvah ]
The past chancellors of Arcana Foundation Garments and Bras
Nearly 550 persons were served in complete as this is a real communi Greenlaw. Mrs. Clifford White, Mrs [
Lodge and their guests enjoyed a sieres. Mrs. Ethel G. Cushing.
Robert Smith.
turkey banquet Wednesday, follow Registered Spencer Corsetiere. 1 the dining rocm at Masonic hall, ty event in which everyone "pitches
and more came in afterward to play in" and helps.
Clean-up Squad: Harold Cor
ing which the annual meeting was Elliot St.. Thomaston.—adv.
guessing games, miniature bowling. | The general chairman was Har thell, Alton Crone, Albert Du
held.
141*143 pool, bridge, beano, to dance, watch • old Corthell. with Olive Weaver ln charme. Olive Weaver, Philemon
Thursday Club meeting was held
the moving pictures, but mainly ta charge of the dining room and Mrs Pitcher. Percy Keller. George Pul- I
this week at Mrs. Elmer R. Biggers'
All food handlers of all sorts, buy a parcel post package in the Gene Rich ’ and Alton French in len. Collier Hills, Harley Morrison, j
home. There were three tables and grocers, marketmen, fish dealers,
Ccca-Ccla, donated by the Coca- 1
parcel post sale in which over 300 charge of solicitation of food.
prizes were won by Mrs. W. B D. milkmen, wholesalers, etc., are re
packages from all over the United I Paring ccmmittee for Wednes Cola Company cf Rockland, was
Oray. and Mrs. Edwin F Lynch quested to attend an extremely im
States were offered. Most coveted day night: Harleigh McMinn. Gil served during the evening by Ar- i
for highest scores and Mrs. Stan portant meeting at 8 o'clock Mon
package was one received frem bert Harmon, Clayton McCobb. Mrs thur S. Taylor, manager.
ley Macgcwan for consolation. Mrs. day night at Community Building
Bing Crosby, movie star, which con E. J. Elwell. Grace Upton. Milford
Membership Committee: WinniGray will entertain the club Nov when details of the Food Stamp
tained a scarf and was purchased Payson. Finley Calder. Elisha Rich fred Burkett, Eleanor Hansen. Alice ]
30.
Plan will be presented.
E. R. by Pearl Knight of Camden; among ards. Ruth Manning. Tom McKay Clancy, Bud Nafis.
Sayward Hall is at home for a Veazie, Mayor.—adv.
Zoo raffle: Mr and Mrs. Alton I
the many other parcels on sale Tom Aylward, Edith McCobb, B. F
vacation from yachting duties.
were those from many prominent Mathews Jr., Pete Mayhew, and Crone. Percy Keller, Winnie Bur-1
The Federated Circle meets Tueskett. George Dyer.
• |
Summer residents of Camden.
others.
dal afternoon at Mrs. Selma Biggers’
Parcels were sold with the wTap- ] In the kitchen preparing and
Moving pictures: Milford Payson,
Main street, to complete plans for
pings on. Just as they tame in the I serving the dinner were Chief Chef Douglass Libby, Edward Stinson,
the Christmas supper and sale Dec.
A a a a
msil. A childrens ’able, with fa-] Ben Burkett, and Assistant chefs John Wilcox.
a a a a
5. Mrs. Leah Davis. Mrs. Eliza
tors for the younger set, was a'so I Leon Wilcox, Finlay Calder, Clif
Photographers: Sidney Cullen,
NAOMA MAYHEW
Walker. Mrs. Charlotte Oray and
a popular feature of the evening. ford Burkett. Fred Simpson. Als Donald Fogg.
Mrs Edna Young have been ap
Correspondent
Twenty tables of bridge were in assisting were Tom French, John
Beano: Harold Nash, chairman;
A A A A
pointed as the supper committee.
A A A A
play during the afternoon and eve- 1 Mathews, Grace Upton, Oertrude Jchn Felton. Harold Robinson, E-1
The sum of $4150 was cleared on
ning. Winner of the dcor prize at Waterman, and “Pat" Rich. Phile mer Tiue. Gilbert Harmon, Jess'
Tel. 713
the harvest supper held last week.
the beano game was George Boyn mon Pitcher again held the stellar Hosmer. Kenneth Green.
Miss Mary El'a Copeland
Miniature Bowling: Dora Pack
Harold Dougherty went Thurs ton. the prize consisting of one- rcle as expert washer, assisted by
ard, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Dexter.
Miss Mary Ella Copeland died day to Boston where he will enter quarter ton of coal. Ducks were Bcb Smith and Olive Weaver.
Committee on setting table.-: Lercy Alley, Bill Packard, Ethel
Nov. 15, after an Illness of two and the Deaconess Hospital for treat won in the zoo raffle by Charles
Wood, Mrs. Henry Foster, Roland Marion Calder, LiUian Pomeroy. Savage, Olive Weaver.
one-half months. She was well ment.
Auctioneer: George Dyer.
known in this town, having resided
Local hunners have been most Marriner. Leroy Alley and Mr Mac Ray Johnson, Mrs. Bridges. Alice
Dancing:
Hal's
Rhythmaire's ]
here the past 50 years Her parents victorious this season. Capt. Cur Donald. Three rabbits were still to I True, Louise Dunbar. Nellie Buck
Rockland. Harold Bates, Ray New- J
lin. Qertrude Waterman.
were Rutus B. and Rachel 'Burton' tis Weed and Ken Blackington. be claimed.
A miniature bowling tournament
Table decorations: LiUian Orey, ] ten. Alwin French. Warren Prince.
Copeland and she was born in both shot fine bucks Wednesday.
| Levi Flint. Stephen Kessel. Com
Cushing. June 12, 1843 When she Ora Brown and son have two fine between the "Lilies'' and the Bessie Bowers.
"Daisies” Y Ladles' bcwling teams—
Waitresses: Beatrice Johnsen, mute, Kenneth L.bby. Harleigh
was very ycung the family moved to deer.
South Warren, coming here later.
Mrs. Emore Cookson who has was won by the "Daisies" the five ' Phyllis Packard. Nathalie Smith. McMinn, and Charles Dailey.
Parcel Post Package sale: Mrs
In October. 1875, she Joined the been visiting her son Ernest Cook members of which were given Geneva Upham. Thelma Hendricks.
, passes to the Comique Theatre as Bertha Packard. Angela Nucclo, Dorethy Harmon. Mr. and Mrs
Methodist Church and had always son. has returned to Brooks.
Gwen Tedford. Mary Thurlow. Jean , Harleigh McMinn. Mrs. Mabel
since loyally supported that church.
Gwen McKay arrived home Wed prizes.
Prizes for the high string totals Setter, Nancy Hobbs, Mary Bryant. Weymouth. Mrs. Dolly Green, and
She is survived by two sisters with nesday from New York with the
whom she made her home. Mrs Ada intention of spending the Thanks were won by Clayton McCobb, 138. 1 Lucy Dickens, Harriet Arnold, Mrs. Ethel Anderson.
F. Winchenbach and Mrs. Estelle giving holidays with her parents
Newbert. one brother, Levi Cope Mr. and Mrs. Thomas W. McKay, I Mrs. Charles Atkir.s. Knowlton Students ar.d older are welcome. men will be led Sunday at 6 by
land, two nieces, Mrs. Leila Smalley but unfortunately, Mr. ond Mrs. street.
The Chadavae Club meets Monday the pastor, and subjects of inter
and Mrs. Blanche Lermond and McKay did not observe the 21st.
A new parking area is being con- night in the parlor where they will est w.ll be discussed. The gen
three nephews, Stanley Copeland cf
Mrs. Robert K. Remington has siructed by the town, between the discuss a Christmas project. The eral theme will be "How Shall a
Augusta. Russell Newbert of Gardi returned to New Bedford. Mass., Penobcot Mill and the building oc annual Thanksgiving dev service
Christian Ttfink? " This Sunday it
ner and Harold Newbert of Belfast after visiting Mr. and Mrs. Allie O. cupied by Amos P. Lord, and a will be held Thursday at 10 a m.
will be "How Shall a Christian
Funeral sendees were held from Pillsbury.
] foot bridge will cross the stream This will be a half-hour service Think of God?” There will be a
the residence Monday, Rev. H. F
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Higgins 1 to Tannery' L?ne.
without a sermon and will be open brief Chapel service preceding the
Leach of the Federated Church have as guests Mrs. Higgins sister,
to all. A forum for men and wo ' forums. All are welcome.
Articles
of
interest
at
Community
officiating. Bearers were F. L. S. Miss Edith P. Fiske and Mrs. Grace
1
Hospital
are:
Mrs.
Grace
.
Hunt
Morse, Forest Stone .Charles Star Davis, both of Boston.
| who has been a patient has re
The Albert Gray house on Cen turned home. A daughter was
TYPEWRITERS tral street has been rented recently | born Thursday to Mr. and Mrs.
to Louis H. Dowling who is the Walter Sprcul. Mrs. Ada Lowe has
All Makes—Sales—Rentals
radio operator at the Thomaston i entered the hospital for treatment.
ROCKLVXB
TYPEWRITER CO. I Barracks.
Mrs Gertude Dunton of Booth71 Park Street
Mrs. Evelyn McKusic and her
Tel. 2S7-W
1
bay
Harbor is visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Free Typing Course ■ mother, Mrs. Abbie Richardson
j were guests Thursday of Mr. and William G. Williams
Rev. Weston P. Holman, pastor
of the Methodist Church will give
as subject “Bless the Lord." Sun
day at 10.33. The music will be un‘ tier tne direction of Mrs. Alfred
' Wilman. Church School ar.d Bible
TUESDAY. NOVEMBER 26—7.30 P. M.
Classes w.ll be held at 11.45 under
the supervision of Mrs. Stella Mc
Rae. Happy Hour Service at 7
o'clock and a praise service with a
talk by the pastor on "In Everywith WARNER BAXTER
I thing" The soloist is Mrs. Allen
F. Payson. Church night services
ALSO COMEDY AND NEWS
will take place Thursday at 7
o'clock in the vestry and the choir
$50.00 IN CASH PRIZES
will rehearse Eiday night.
The Elm Street Reading Club will
] meet with Mies Lucine Arau Mon■ day night and Mrs. Grace Benner
will read.
1 Mrs. Ann Proctor will be hos
tess to Monday Club, at the Suth
erland House on High street.
Mrs. Percy Bryant of Bar Har
bor was recent guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Al red Bryant.
Spectacular new Philco Improve
ments bring you finest tone and
The first aid ambulance was
performance in compact radios
called 1o Washington Thursday
priced so low! For example, the
night about 6 o'clock to the aid
beautiful new 1941 PT-2 (illus
of
Alonzo
Brann.
56.
who
was
fat»
Thousands have found extra com
trated above) brings you—
ally injured while walking on
• NEW 6-INCH OVAl SPEAKER.
Route 17 towards Stickney Corner.
• S-TUBE AC-DC SUPERHETERODYNE
fort; a happier, cozier home—by
with BEAM POWER AMPLIFI
An account of the accident appearsCATION.
in the Washington news.
• BUILT-IN LOOP AERIAL.
switching to
Harvest Sunday will be observed
• ILLUMINATED HORIZONTAL DIAL.
tomorrow at 11 o’clock at the Bap
• BIO, BEAUTIFUL PLASTIC CABINET.
FT-J5 Only
• UNDERWRITERS' APPROVAL.
tist Church. Megunticook Grange
Amazing power for
will be guests. The sermon, sub
Only
^13.95
its size. Attached
ject will be "Our Home Land ’. Mu
Aerial,
High-Out
sic will be directed by Mrs. Anna
put Speaker, FullIt’s more economical, too.
Grinnell and national hymns will
Vision Dial, Brown
be used. The church school con
plastic cabinet.
venes at 9.45. At 5 the intermedi
Call 487
ate forum will meet. The Senior
Young People’s Forum meets at 6.
the first 15 minutes of the service
to be held in a chapel service with
ROCKLAND, ME.
other groups and thp last 45
315-323 MAIN STRFET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
mirutes In the vestry tn a disen'THE FAVORITE PENNSYLVANIA HARD COAL
alqn period, Senior High School
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tomorrow Bible school is at 10
o'clock and the regular morning
worship at 11 when the pastor will
M’ss FIorence Carleton, whd ls
Thank-giving Day—1940
speak cn "Pastures.” Miss Eeanor now a student at the Modern School
Sargent will be the soloist. Tlie of Applied Arts in Boston, was a
There are many things in free
young people’s service will be held lecent visitor at her home here,
America for which to be thank
at 6 30 with a special Thanksgiving' Among those from Harbor Light
ful to Almighty God. On this
day people are accustomed to
program. Three speakers will dis- Chapter OES, who attended the
cuss the subjects "Why Be Thank- 1 meeting of Beach Chapter at Linacknowledge His goodness and
bounty. In the days of adver
ful,” "Three Things For Which Ijcolnville Wednesday night as spesity ahead Thanksgiving Day
Am Thankful," and “Bible Char- cial guests were Mr. and Mrs. RuswiU come to mean something
acters Who Showed Gratitude ” sel1 Staples, Mrs. Leola Oxton, Mrs.
more than family gatherings
Rev. Mr. Lee will play a trumpet Ec^th Overlock. Mrs. Nina Carroll,
and feasts. As in other days,
solo and there will also be a duet Mrs. Maricn Richards, Mrs. Mildred
in this nation's past, citizens
and solo. The evening service com- Colby, Mrs. Annie Spear, Mrs Effie
.will humbly seek God in peti
mences at 733 and the pastor's Suli.bury. Mrs. Leona Salisbury,
tion and prayer.
topic will be "Closed Doors." Tills Mrs- EIsle Hawkins. Mrs. Louise
This year it can be said,
week there will be a special Thanks- ”olbr“k' Mr and Mrs- Orris Burns"Safely through another year,
giving service cn Thursday night at Mls E*izat>eth Lowell, Mrs. DoroGod has brought us on our way."
7.30 Rev. Lloyd Gordon from Milo,
Youn/'
E'elVn CunningFrom the safety of their homes
will be the speaker.
ham and Mrs Llda Champney.
«...
Supper was served at 6.30 and depeople should pray for those in
other lands to whom both safety
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal' grees were conferred on two can
and bounty has been denied;
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the didates.
those to whom sleep and com
Mrs. A. H. Chatfield has closed
the services for tomorrow will be
fort and cleanliness is denied;
appropriate for the Sunday next her cottage "Aldermere" and re
those to whom Winter will come
before Advent; Matins at 7.10; turned Monday to Cincinnati for
with its bitter cold and1 flnd
Holy Communion at 7.30; Church the Winter.
them homeless, and without
school at 9.30: Holy Eucharist and
At the service Sunday morning at
warmth, over whom sickness
sermon at 10 30; Vespers at 7 30 the Baptist Church, the pastor,
and death, starvation and pesti
p. m. Thursday Thanksgiving day. Rev. C. V Overman will deliver the
lence ever hover.
Holy Communion at 8 a. m. Friday i fourth in a series of sermons on
Americans must be as alert
Requiem at 7 a. m. Saturday. St. | "The Divine Certainties of the
as
were
on Thanksgiving Day
Andrew the Apostle. Holy Com Word of Truth'' using as subject
the Pilgrim forebears, No Inmunion at 7 a. m.. Vespers at 7.30. |“I Know and I Am Persuaded;"
dians will lurk behind trees, re
* • • •
' Church School at noon; Christian
quiring them to go about with
Dr Guy Wilson will speak at 10.30 Endeavor at 6. Miss Mary Reed
muskets over their shoulders. No
tomorrow on "Remembered Bless- leader: A union Thanksgiving serv
dying soldier, on southern or
ings." and at 7 p. m. on “How Shall ice will be held at 7 with all the
northern battlefields, will mark
We Escape." Men’s class meets at churches in town co-operating. Rev.
this solemn observance as in
9.30. Sunday schcol at noon, Ep F Enest Smith of the Methodist
Lincoln's day, but forces more
worth League at 6 p. m., and mid Church will be the speaker, and
subtle and insideous are all
week prayer service Tuesday at 7 there will be special music. Ser
about; they would destroy the
o'clock.
mon subject: "Perils of Ingratitude
• • • •
freedom Americans love, and for
and tlie Glory of Praise."
which England is shedding her
“Soul and Body" is the subject of
The service Sunday night at the
very life blood. Oh! God. as
the lesson-sermon that will be read Methodist Church will be omitted
they meet grant them under
in all Churches of Christ, Scientist, cn account of the union service at
standing. May they be more
throughout the world on Nov. 24. the Baptist Church in observance
as one purpose. If war must
The Golden Text is: “O bless our cf Thanksgiving. At the morning
come as lt has to neighbors, let ‘ God. ye people, and make the voice service Rev. F. Ernest Smith, pastor
Americans aquit themselves as : of his praise be heard: which hold- wj|j
as sermon subject, 'A Day
men and women who placing
eth our soul in life, and sufTereth!
Apart for Thanksgiving." Due
their faith in God. are unafraid.
not our feet to be moved" i Psalms ] tjje holiday, the Johnson Society
Truly the nation is grateful
66:8-9 The citations from the Bible will meet Monday Instead of Wed
for Thy divine love, even the
Include the following passages: nesday, and the hostess will be Miss
most undeserving and unworthy
My soul wait thou only upon God;
Weidman. The Ladles' Aid
person. If death or sickness or
for my expectation is from him" will meet Tuesday at the church
poverty or destruction come,
(Psalms 62:5)
parlors.
the love of the Redeemer will
Kenneth Daucett is at home from
SEASIDE ODOR
not fail.
i Bucksport to spend a few days with
(For
The
Courler-Oazette]
A better world and a more
i his family.
How good the ocean odor smells
understanding social order is
To us released from prison cells
Mrs Vellle Simmons, who has
even now in the making The
Qf Inland life where we've served time
To seek again cur childhood clime. been at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
finest prayer on this Thanks
The welcome mixture ln the nose
I Enest McKay at Edgecomb for a
giving Day which can be offered
The*sh?re'greens atmthJX.cTJftm ] few weeks, has returned home. She
is the one Christ taught. No
bloom.
I
being cared fcr by Miss Arlene
child so young but that it can
The seaside golden rod's bright plume
The marsh rosemary's pale bouquet Crockett
utter it: "Thy Kingdom come.
That decks the salty sodden clay.
A. B Stevenson. Jr. who has reThy will be done cn earth as lt
The rcckweed and the eel grass green. , ._____ , _____ .... .
i„
The sedges ln thelr haunts mar.ne. i turned recently to his heme in
is in heaven.”
And with the odors of the plants
i Camden, after several months' stay
—William A. Holman
lbe panse*1”6"8 ,r°m ""
at Brattleboro. Vt... was In town
Of clams the muscles and the snails. ] Thttrsdav calling on friends.
creatures beached by Inshore gales, , —
4^...,...ill moot
“Our Thanksgiving Day Example” Of
er drift that's lodged upon tne rocks ] The Trytohe.p Club will meet
will be the subject of the Thanks Of tar and oil from boat and docks Monday night at the Baptist vesgiving Sunday sermon at 10.30 at And water logged decaying planks,
try lor its annual "poverty rupp-r”
the First Baptist Church. There Of briny spray and salty log •
which will be served at 5.3", ' nd
stuff of ocean's catalogue
will be special Thanksgiving music All
which will be follcw-d by tlie r-iuA hash of fond familiar scents
with Mrs. Rebecca Dulfer at the That gives a pleasing thrill intense. lar business session ai d W3:k pr: J.
Reviving
organ. A going ornwinir
This is the first meeting under the
growing church
enuren j of
seasldeJoys
me ofwelong
usedago
t0 Know
school witl classes for all ages will
new board of officers, cf which >’ts.
Allison M Watts
Jamaica. Vt.
meet at noon. A special Thanks
____________
Llna Joyce is preflde-.t
giving meeting will be held by the
_ ,
.
,
- 1 Mrs. Myron Parker of Csirf'rt
Endeavorers at 6 o'clock. The peo
, .
, .u
is spending the week a« guest r t tne
H K
I heme of her son-in-law and daughple's evening service will open at n
Belt and hood moldings, hubcap
and
prf>nk Rider
7.15 with the prelude and Thanks
centers, headlamp rings and much
’
____
giving sing, assisted by the choir
of the body hardware are made of
and instruments. Mr. MacDonald
NORTH HAVEN
this durable material.
will give the second sermon in the
Mrs. Lucy E. Poole has closed
series on: "Cowards Who Made
her 8ummer home and will spend
God." his subject being. "The One
the remainder of the Winter at the
MUSIC OF BIRDS
Who Ran Away From Home.” Our
Congress Square Hotel in Portland.
annual prayer and Thanksgiving ANIMALS AND FLOWERS
Worship Sunday will be at 11
For Children 3 to 7 years
service Tuesday evening at 730. Tlie
o'clock * at the Baptist Church.
Daily
or
Weekly
Lessons
annual union Thanksgiving service
] Sunday School meets at 10. The
Phone 1026 for trial lesson
will be held this year in the Little
evening service at 7.30 will be conMABEL F. LAMB
field Memorial Baptist Church
, ducted by the young people. Special
139-141
Wednesday evening at 7.30, with
i music has been arranged.
Rev. Mr. Lee of the Nazarene
- ■ ■
.
■ i
i
.
Church as the speaker.
SERMONETTE

• • • •

At the Littlefield Memorial Bap

tist Church Sunday morning at 1030
Rev. C. A Marstaller will use as his
topic “Universal Thanksgiving.”
Special music will include a selec
tion by the choir. Sunday School
with classes for all ages follows at
1145. Young people's meeting at 6
o’clock with a special guest speaker.
Midweek praise and prayer service
at 730 Tuesday evening, with a
short period devoted to the study
of the prophesies. The annual
union Thanksgiving service for all
the churches in this city will be held
In cur auditorium Wednesday eve
ning at 7 30, with Rev. Earl Lee of
the Nazarene Church as speaker.
• • • •
At the Conrgegatlonal Church
the unified service of public worship
and church school is at 10.30.
Thanksgiving Sunday will be ob
served. and the theme of the sermon
by Rev. Corwin H. Olds will be,
"The Greatest Gift of God." Com
rades of the Way will meet at 630
p. m. The program will consist of • Moltot an Automatic Phonograph• No Connections/ No Hookups/
reports from the delegates to the
Radio Combination of Any Radio
No Wiring! Plays through your
Older Boys' Conference. Pilgrim
Fellowship will meet at 8 p. tn., at
radio by moroly plugging
• Changes eight 10" or seven 12"
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Olds, 35
Records Automatically
into your light socket
Beech street.
• • • •
Here's thc newest thing in Radio—the 1941 Wireless Automatic Record
At the Universalist Church at
10 45 Sunday. Dr. Lowe will give the
Player that changes Records automatically.' And plays through your
third sermon in his series on "Faith
radio from any part of thc room. Plays complete symphonies—a full half
In a Divine Purpose in a World of
hour's entertainment at one time! Merely plug into your light socket!
Confusion.” Two inspiring soprano
solos. The church school meets at
Crystal pickup for perfect phonograph reproduction.
12 noon. During the service of wor
Priced surprisingly low! Get twice the home entertainment your
ship small children will be cared for
radio now gives you. See and play thc new 1941 Motorola Changer.
ln the kindergarten department.
Mrs. Glover’s class for women meets
at her residence after the worship
services; Junior Y P.C.U. in the
church parlor at 530 p. m.; Senior
Y.P.C.U. with induction of new
members and installation of officers,
also a Thanksgiving talk by Dr.
Lowe.
• • • »
412 .MAIN STREET
ROCKMND, ME.
TEL. 721

mY J29.95

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.

At the Church of the Nazarene
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Religious Roll Call
Baptist Church in Thom
aston Assembles Members
For Reports

Chapin Class meets Tuesday
I night with Miss Oladys Blethen.

This And That

The Flags Waved

A Thespian Society

Michael Arico and John
Moulaison Given Very
Noisy Sendoff

Local Chapter Has Its
Inception With Christy
Adams At Head

The Mount Battox Nature Club
Michael Arico and John Rav- ; The first official meeting of the
The annual Thomaston Baptist
The Scribbler's Club will meet!is lo ** *ueit ol th« Farm Bureau
W. O. Fuller is now on the mend
mond
Moulaison, who anticipated Rockland chapter of the Thespian
roll call was held Wednesday fol
after two weeks of hard battle with Monday night wtth Mrs. Ethel Nov. 26 at Benner Hill headquar
the draft, by volunteering their ®0,c‘ety'
nu,mbcr
was
ters.
The
speaker
will
be
Edward
lowing
a
supper
served
under
the
Knight Fisher. High street, at Cam
bronchitis.
held at the home of the club sponservices in the peacetime Army, sor AUston Smlth Chrlsty Adams
den. "Short Stories with a Maine Johnsen, whose prowess ln general
direction of Mrs. Marie Singer, Mrs.
Tlie Pilgrim Homemakers will Setting" will be the subject of dis knowledge of everything that grows
went yesterday to the Induction officiated as president, and memBessie Rowell. Mrs. Alice Macgowan.
and if not why not, was demon
By K. 8. F.
meet Tuesday with Mr. and Mrs. cussion.
Mrs. Kathleen Studley. Miss Elea
center In Bangor to take their bers were sworn in. Mrs. Smith
strated
when
he
was
connected
Robert Seliger, North Main street.
nor Nelson and Miss Elain Risteen.
Anal examinations for entry Into was made honorary member The
Miss Maxine Cheyne, who has with the Silsby Greenhouses.
The vestry was attractively dec
the military ranks.
I regular members are: Christy
Thanks to Mrs. G. M. Smith who
Word has been received of the been a patient at Knox Hospital,
orated in keeping with the season,
Marching at the head of a par- I Adams, Mary Anastasia, Priscilla
The
Talbct
Aldriches
of
Boston
birth of a son Saturday to Lieut, has returned to her home on Pleastfre supper tables being placed in asked a wizard of the sky planets ade which included a police escort Brazier, Robert Chisholm, Roger
and Tenant’s Harbor are at their
and Mrs. Richard T. Spofford of ! ant street
the form of a cross, with a raised about the beautiful morning star (Patrolmen Carl A. Chrlstofferson Conant. James Economy, Doris
Umbria Plantation at Moncks Cor
Honolulu, Hawaii.
table in the center bearing a wheel and she at once gave her the an and Earle U. Chaples) a delegation Gatti. Elmer Havener, Marguerite
Mr. and Mis. Leland Trask have ner, South Carolina, until the’
barrow full of vegetables, fruits, swer, “Venus" and the knowledge fom Winslow-Holbrook Post, A. L„ I Mahoney, Geraldine Norton, Ruth
Christinas season. Mrs. Aldroch’s
green srpays and red berries. The was relayed to this department.
Mrs. Carolyn Burpee Shaw is returned from a short trip to Nor mother, Mrs. David M. Littlle of
the American Legion Junior Drura Seabury.
• • • •
meeting was opened with a talk
The business meeting was fol
confined to her bed with arthritis, wood. R. I., where they visited Mr. Brookline, Mass., is witih them.
Corps and members of tlie Draft
Trask's uncle, Austin Joyce/
by Rev. Mr. Perron who used the
but on the mend.
Maine is the beautiful land Board, the soldiers in embryo, oc- lowed by games and refreshments.
Maj. Aldrich reports few ducks thus
topic "The Hcuse of God."
where her Fall ls a prelude for the kncwledged friendly waves all along served by the hostess Mrs. Smith.
far.
Twenty-four choir and chorale
The Twer ty-third Psalm was Winter's sleep under the white the line, and1 many citizens ex
The National Thespian Dramatic
Dr. and Mrs. Guy Wilson returned
then repeated ln unison and fol blankets of snow and down 'neath tended cordial handclasps as the Honor Society for High Schools
from Boston this morning where leaders from all parts of the State
The Speech Readers' Club, to the
Foy W. Brown
lowed by reports ln this order; those frost laden blankets fields boys entered the Bangor bus.
was founded early In the Spring
Mrs. Wilson has been a patient in will be guests of Mrs. Ouy P. Gan number cf 17, helped celebrate Mrs.
When a London cabman has a Mission Circle, Mrs. Minnie New of fruits and flowers sleep to
Small packages containing favors of 1929 at Fairmont State TeachDeaconess Hospital for four weeks. nett, of Cape Elizabeth, this after
noon, when Dr. John Warren Erb j
I vacation he generally spends it bert; prayer. Miss Christine Moore; awaken the world of spring In from various friends constituted trs College, Fairmont. W. Va.. after
of New York, chairman cf orchestra 1 £“5^™
arour.d in another cab Baptist Choral Society,
Mrs. praise to Messiah for all the coun their luggage, and cameras clicked correspondence was exchanged beMrs. Harold S. Simonson (Hazeland
chamber
music
of
the
National
pJece
de
reslsUnfe
Ule
afIair
was
,
County
Commissioner Foy W. Grace M. Strout; prayer, Millard try He bestows on a waiting world. as this new chapter was writtei. , tween Dr. Paul F. Opp. a faculty
teen Watts) was honor guest at a
party Wednesday night given by Federation of Music Clubs will be a the beautiful birthday cake made Brown of North Haven spends Gilmore; Beta Alpha. Mrs. Edith
into Rcckiand history.
I member of the Dramatics Depart• • ♦ •
of hia time on the water, so Chapman; prayer, Mrs. Newbert;
Michael Arico was born In Cam- , ment and Dr. Earl W. Blank, then
the McLain School Faculty ln the special guest. Dr. Erb will discuss, by the artistic hands of Mrs. Free-, much
, . ,
.
.
Finland
Was
Singing
' _ o—
u i ,
i . what does he do on his vacation C.A.C., Walter Chapman; prayer,
den ln February, 1908 and gradu- 1 director of dramatics at the Nateachers room of the school build with the leaders plans for the pro man
Brown, who ls always equal to ...
.
,
. .
.
,,
At the end of a meritorious
ing. Cards were played and re gram for the State massed chorus, an
occasion
I;but
board aandsteamship
ar.d
sail Ralph Paulsen; Christian Endeavor. music program recently came the ated from Camden High school ln 1 t-ona County High School, Casper,
an
occasion.
_____
fQr
Havana
Panama
His
boat
Gwendolyn Barlow; prayer, Mrs.
freshments were served in the which will present its second con
1927. He has been employed in Wym.
hymn, unknown to most Ameri
Home Economics room. Honors in cert in May, in connection with the
Mr. and Mrs. Lewie Mills of leaves Boston this noon, and for Harriet Gray; Children's World cans, "We Are of Thee, the Chil Boston, Camden, and Rockland I Immediately upon receipt of Dr.
cards were won by Mrs< Lawrence state convention of the Maine Fed South Boston arrived Thursday to. two weeks Foy will revel. in r.ew Crusade, Miss Gladys Fernald;
He was on the staff of the Para- j Blank's suggestion that a society
dren of Thy Love." It was by the
Leach. Miss Katherine Veazie. Miss eration of Music Clubs. The music spend the weekend here. Mrs. Ada1 scenes; observing with keen eye prayer. Bruce Perron; Cradle Roll,
mount restaurant. Rockland, from for high school dramatics be esforemost
composer
of
the
time,
Jan
Lucille Curtis and Miss Margaret to be sung at the concert will prob- jiuir Ml MUiVmther win return what life is like in the tropics. Good Mrs. Maude Webber; prayer, Mrs.
1935 to 1940 and has also been em- 1 tablished and Dr. Opp consulted
Evelyn Perron; report of Deacons, Sibelius, and he a Finn. A noted ployed at the Mid-Town cafe. He with a number of prominent eduKneeland. A guest prize of silver ably be selected and Dr. Erb will with them Monday for the winter. luck to him!
John B. Paulsen; prayer. Hope woman artist sang it, and then an is the son of Antonio Arico of Cam- I cators and teachers of dramatics
spoons was presented to Mrs discuss the personnel of tlie group,
orchestra played the noble music,
Simonson. Those who attended which last year at Gardiner num
Wawencck Club was entertained The delightful story of the meet- Paulsen; Sunday School Home De and then a chorus and a vast, dis den. Mr. Arico is a member of the ’ and plans for establishing the sobered
200.
Dr.
Erb
will
direct
the
partment.
Mrs.
Bessie
Rowell;
were Mrs. Ralph Smith, Mrs. S.
Rockland lodge of Elks. His order 1 ciety were completed. Ernest Bavely
Wednesday afternoon at the home mg of Rubinstein Club held at the
: then a atudmt at Fairmont State
T. Constantine, Mrs. Nellie Hall. chorus at the concert and will meet of Mrs. Frances Norton, program residence of Mrs. Ruth Sanborn on prayer. Mrs. Clara Sawyer; Ladies’ tant congregation sang it again number was 155.
With
the
first
strains,
the
writer
Mrs. Lawrence Leach. Mrs. Charles with the sectional groups during items centering about the subject; Holmes street, Friday evening is Circle, Mrs. Susie Newbert; prayer,
John Raymond Moulaison Is a ' Teachers College assisted Dr. Opp
Miss Rosa Teele; Sunday School. of this editorial put aside his book, native of Rockland, thc son of Mr. ! in the actual organization of the
Jillson, Mrs. Daniel Paulitz. Miss the 8pring for rehearsals. Mrs. "Oeorge Washington." The hos- j deferred until Tuesday,
Supt. Aaron Clark; prayer, Mr. listened a moment, arose, and re and Mrs. Raymond J. Moulaison, | seociety. Tlie name of the society
Sereen Nottage, Miss Doris Col Gannett is vice president of the tess gave an historical paper on j
_____
tart. Miss Lucille Curtis. Miss Eastern region ot the National Fed "The First Founder in America."i Mrs
Qrlmes wjn
the Paulsen; World Wide Guild. Miss mained standing until the last note Grove street. He was born tn May i and of Its effleial publication, the
Jeanie McConchie, Miss Mildred eration o fMusic Clubs, and is na inL‘hTA“eST*On^>X..W“.B^_°!!Winter in St. Petersburg, Fla., ar- Esther Achorn; prayer, Miss Grace had died away. It seemed to us 1913, and graduated from Rock- ! High School Thespian were sugthat we heard all Finland singing, land High School in 1931. He has gested by Dr. Opp.
Paulsen.
Sweeney, Miss Edith Straw. Miss tional chairman of legislation.
Colonial nature. There will be no
riving tliere shortly.
Individual flowers were presented and there came the vision that in been employed in Boston. DoverKatherine Haskell. Miss Elsie Bur
The aim of this organization is
meeting Thursday owing to the
Miss Helen York who has been holiday, but the following week the
the 15 new members since the last our time, and in a land cruelly be Foxcroft. and Rockland, and was 'to create a spirit of active and in
bank and Miss Katherine Veazie.
Deputy Sheriff and Mrs. Ernest roll call. These members are: Miss gat, greatness walked the earth.
ill for some days with pneumonia club will meet for a social after
one of the managers of Sea View- telligent interest in dramatics
It was a thought to make any garage. His order number was 326. among boys and girls of the sec
A special lot of Fall coats, both is Improving.
noon and luncheon at Mrs. Evelyn Gray and Mrs. Fred Jordan are Leona Frisbee, Miss Barbara Car
in New York State, called by the ney, Miss Glenice Carney. Mrs. one proud, and humble, too.—Cin
ondary schools.
fur trimmed and plain, at sharplySnow's in Thomaston.
illness of a relative.
Vera Robinson. Mrs. Marion Vinal. cinnati Tlmes-8;ar.
reduced prices have been received
The Junior Rubinstein Club met
SOUTH THOMASTON
• • 6 •
I^cnry A. Howard is in St Peters
Mrs. Olive Strout, Miss June Rob
at Lucien K. Oreen & Son and Wednesday night in the tower room
Here's your chance to be sociable; O. E. S. Officers' Night
Burdell’s Dress Shop. Odd Fellows of the Community building. The burg. Fla, for his annual Winter The Rug Club met with Mrs inson, Mrs. Carrie Smalley. Miss
Guest officers’ night of FcrgetTHE LYRIC MUSE
Block, 16 School street, Rockland, following program was presented: sojourn .
Merle Bartlett. Many beautiful Barbara Maxey, Miss Eleanor Nel Writes the Yarmouth Tcwn Times: Me-Not Chapter, O.ES.. was ob
"These are the nights when lt Is served Monday night with a large
—adv.
137-tf Piano solos. "Flowret Forget-me------’ patterns and styles of rugs are be son. Miss Elaine Risteen. Benja
min Smalley. Russell Kelly, Law pleasant to have visitors. While, attendance. In addition to the
Ruth Mayhew Tent held a very mg made.
not" by Christine Newhall and
_____
rence Chapman and William Con the wind blows around the corner members the local Chapter members
"Four Pictures” by Jacqueline successful beano party at the Orand I
Mrs
B Wocd gave # don.
Snow; vocal duet, "When de Banjo Army hall Monday afternoon, A
of the house, its comfortable to were pre.-ent from Belfast, Rock
PIANO
in honor of her don. Corsages of bronze chrysan sit with one's feet on the stove land, Tenant's Harbor, Union,
! Flays" by Bertha Coombs and Alice delicious supper was served. Mem- luncheon
Play a piece in the first lesson
| Cross; Christmas carols were also bers of Anderson Camp were spe- glgter Mrs Edward Wlswell oI themums were presented the ladies and listen to the fire crackle. But Thomaston. Camden. Rockpcrt,
practiced with Mrs. Faith Berry as- cial guests. Helen Paladino and Welleslev Ma&s at the copper Kcl. and boutonnieres of the same to the comfortable as it is alone, it is so Warren and Lircolnville.
Call 1026 for trial lesson
Mrs. Lillian Pattee of Belfast,
sat down at Ule men. These bouquets were the work much better to have company
j slstlng. Gloria Witham was ap- Maude Cables, chairmen of the sup-| ,Ie
MABEL F. LAMB
Publication Limited to Brief
i pointed chairman for the next per were assisted by Josephine beautifully appointed tables. After of Mrs. William J. White.
Talk and cold weather go together, district deputy grand matron of
138-141 i meeting.
Poems
Lothrop, Carrie House. Florence the lunchecn the party • adjourned
For those seven members who and we at The Town Times like District 13. was honor guest. The
of Original Composition
Rogers and Bessie Haraden. Red. to Mrs. Wood's home on Talbot died during the year a memorial both. We have a stove and our degrees of the order were exempli
By Subscribers
| White and Blue were used for table avenue for a delightful afternoon service was held. These were: Mrs. feet up. All we are waiting for is fied in an impressive manner with
Mrs. Marion Grafton and Edgar
1 decorations. Vernon Giles was ad socially. Mrs. Hands Wocdman of Carrie Williams, Mrs. Abbie T. I someone to talk to."
Ames of Grace Chapter. Thcmastcn.,
mitted to membership by obligation. Winthrop, Mrs. Marlon Cobb Fuller Rice. Mrs. Ella Williams, Mrs.
• • • •
A TOAST TO OUR HOMES
acting as candidates.
At recess Sister Mary Cooper enterAugusta and Mrs LouU WardweI1 Lcuise Brown. Mrs. Lucy Winchen
Guest officers taking part we:e:|
| Far The Courier-Gazette]
Recently was clipped from the
tatned at a tea party, her guests be of Camden were out of town guests. bach, Isaac Wilband and Miss Lena Bangor Daily News the following Worthy matron, Louise Langer and Here's to the rheer of a cozy fireplace.
Ing Maude Cables, Elizabeth Mur
Johnson.
Thc smug little purr of a tabby cat
worthy patron Albert Johnson of
verses:
As she backs ln the glow of thc open
ray. Lizzie French and Carrie House
During
the
business
meeting
the
Belfast;
asscclatee
matron
Ec^sle
fire
THE TRAMP CHAIR
The Camden and Rocklar.d Gar
dressed in comic costumes. Jennie
And lazily stretches upon the mat.
I Museum ot the Bangor Public Church and ar seriate patron Jesse
den Clubs have engaged Mrs. Bur- nominating committee. Mrs. Leona
Bradstreet. Rockland; secretary. Ta an easy chair that Invites relaxa
Pietroski entertained the guests
, -1, ton L. Preston of Portland to lec- Starrett, Mrs. Bessie Rowell and Library I
tion.
Xnl ^oS^^^S'ture on "Christmas Bouquets and John B. Paulsen, presented these Among the guns, war trophies and Winifred Milne of Tenant's Harbor;
To a magazine rack that has been
treasurer, Oladys Creamer of Union,
with Alta Dimick,
names
of
officers
who
were
duly
well
filled
Arrangements' Tuesday afternoon
antiques
- a General Electric Cleaner
xnduotress Lura Libby of Thomaz- There ln thc midst of peace and com
at the piano. Homemade fudge was
fort
I at 2.30 o’clock at the community elected: Treasurer. Miss Gladys There stands an iron seat, encaged, ton; associate conductress, KatherEven misfortune's winds are stilled.
served. Remarks
"«de
’ building. The officers of the Rock Fernalel; clerk. Edward OB. Bur
on wheels.
ne Veazie of Rockland: marshal.
Commander Shaller, Albert Thomas. ,__J *u _J11
_ ZL*.—.
each man may know the
land club will act as hostesses; gess; acting clerk. Mrs. Minnie And the strong handle used to pro Leah Davis of Thomaston; chaplain, Oh that
blessing
Edw Mullen and Vernon Giles ■
Newbert; Surday School Superin
Alice
True
of
Ci-nden;
organist,
Mrs.
Donald
H.
Fuller,
Mrs.
Har

Of
a
well
kept home and a glowing
pel
lt
speaks
( FINEST CLEANER
Plans were made for an apron sale j
grate
ris W. Cram. Mrs. Joseph Dondis tendent, Aaron Clark; assistant Of man’s shame by man put forth; Harriet Rawley of Tenant's Harbor; A place
where
his soul can flnd con
Dec 16. There was a very' good at Mrs. David S. Beach, Mrs. H. C. superintendent. John B. Paulsen;
Adah. Marlon Upham of Rcckport;
tentment
and one feels
tendance and all reported a pleas- j
Sunday
Schcol
secretary-treasurer.
And
shut
out
thc discords of greed
Ruth, Esther Drinkwater of Lin
FEATURES I
ant evening. The supper chairman j Allen, Mrs. Maurice F. Lovejoy, Miss Frances Shaw; librarian. Miss The sun upcn the head of him colnville; Esther. Enuna Bradstreet
and hate
Mrs.
Arthur
Lamb.
Mrs.
Dana
S.
Nellie M. Ervlne
who sat
fcr tne next meeting is Ada Payson, j
Tenant, Harbor.
____________
Newman, and Miss Carrie Fields. Carolyn Elwell. Mrs. Ann Day, At some street corner where all of Rcckiand; Martha, Mrs. Thomp
Mrs. Ethel Newcomb and Mrs. Lucy
son of Lincolnville; Flecta Mar
... . . u
. _,i
1 Mrs E. Stuart Oberton is chairman
lowest cost
passers-by
garet Cant of Tenant's Harbor; SEA CAPTAIN POET
All food handlers of all sorts,
1 Sillery were appointed to serve on
.
_ ...
of the arrangements.
grocers, marketmen, fish dealers. |
_________
the bapt.smal committee and Mrs. Looked on his indignity, self begat warder, Betty Vinal of Rockland;
Capt. Walter Scott of Sunset
milkmen, wholesalers, etc., are re- j
r .iz .l t t>. Walsh and William J And censured him with scorning sentinel. Herbert Sylvester of Cam submitied poetry fcr a $59 prize
YOU GET
Ever Offered by
MUSIC
THROUGH
THK
YEAR
voice
and
eye,
quested to attend an, extremely im- |
den; soloist, William Imlach of contest sporsored to secure worth
White on the flower committee.
General Electric
|For The Courier-Gazette)
BOTH FOR
portant meeting at 8 o'clock MonEighty-six members responded Some canny brain devised this out Tenant's Harbor.
while poetry for publication ln
Mr. Imlach sang two (election;,
Smart buyers snap up this un
door cell
day night at Community Building |
.-onga of robin, bluebird and
personally to the roll-call and re
Christmas Lyrics of 1940. Since
usual combination of smart,
accompanied
by
Mrs.
Rawlev,
and
Proving
a
gentle
torture
that
soon
when details of the Food Stamp j
thrush.
sponses by letter were read from
this cortfst, conducted by Beacon
brand new merchandise. The
a
recitation
was
given
by
Worthy
E
B ' Well grafted to the mind and heart
rid
Plan will be presented.
Miss Ekina Hilt, John Singer. Mrs.
Publications is still open to all
Through Summer season's lyric art?
latest up-to-date models in the
Patron
Gilford
B
Butler.
Remarks
Ah. no! 'tls song time all the year
Veazie, Mayor —adv.
popular General Electric line.
Ada Vinal. Mr. and Mrs. Herbert The town of vagrants; for it wa were made by Mrs. Pattee. Miss poets, the author had to withstand
U we but tune our minds to hear
Make your cleaning easier and
not well
Merry, Mrs. Donald Huntley. Mrs.
Langer and Laurence Perry of I critical analysis ar.d tremendous
better by treating yourself to thia
rLatest styles
cfvlos in hair
dos direct
direct v
Th«merrlly
water'1 they
singing
thelr
notes Carleen Littlefield. Mrs Marguerita To tarry, but pass through in
tn nair 00s
6Urge
andlilting
bubble;
1 competition, inclusion in this volThomaston.
bargain.
haste lest bid
from New York.
Appointments The wind swept pines In harmonies, Petrie, Mrs. Helen Davis Hallowell.
Following the meeting a social ume may be regarded as a signal
made at home Available for three
^VT.JnTg
Harris Shaw, Miss Annabelle C. To account for themselves; or else hour was enjoyed with the mystery literary accorapliehment.
prepare
weeks. Neil Little, 360 Broadway, I The renaissance of Joy ls here.
package going to William Imlach,
____________
1. Spotlight.
' Williams. Dr. Ralph G. Reed. Mr
2. Toc-tip nozzle
I A singie examination is not
Tel. 532. Rockland.
141-143 1 tike grand church organ's fullest swell j and Mrs. Ralph Tripp. Miss Min- For an unwelcome ride in thc and refreshments were served.
adjustment.
| The deep emotions of the heart
tramp clfair.
nie R. McLain. Miss Pauline Mc
enough for healthy eye,. Even if
Triumphal melodies foretell
A. G-E motor.
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS glasses be fitted, they should be
—Mary Neal Copeland
And
lift
us
to
the
highest
art
Lain,
Rev.
and
Mrs.
H.
S.
Kilborn,
4. Requires no
If we hut tune our minds apart.
WORK WONDERS
Mrs. Lucy Holbrook. Mrs. Stonie
oiling.
changed occasionally.
K 8 F I T.
Jameson. Mrs. Fannie Holbrook.
5. Dust proof
Defense plans calling for an army
Rockland
bag.
Frank H. P.per. Gertrude Lord. of 4.000,0€0 men is giving Amcican
6. Durable con
Cora Farrand. Edward Burgess, Red Cross field directors in mili
struction.
Is the date
SUN.-MON.-TUES.
Harriet Tillson. Olive Rowell. Al tary stations throughout the na
7. Unbreakable
SUNDAY AND MONDAY
plug.
fred Chapman. Mrs. Tillie Oxton. tion their biggest job in more than
S. General Electric
of our
Mrs. Madeline Stimpson, Gwen 20 years. Plans have bcen com
warranty.
Wo/ter Wonger presenti
dolyn Stimpson. Francis Tillson, C. pleted by the Red Cross to expand
MONDAY NIGHT IS
ALFRED HIICHCOCK'S production of
W. Harthorn, Jennie Moody, Mrs. its services with the growth of the
NEW CLASS
On Our Budget Plan
j Fred Page. Philip Newbert. Mrs. Aimy and Navy to provide social
mi
1 Nida Copeland, Miss Mabelle service and economic help wher
Moat
modern
methods
and
best$^.20 monthly
$^•95 down
Brown, Fred Butler. Carrie Butler. ever needed. L.ktwlse steps arr
trained graduates in the State.
’ Richard Butler and Joyce Butler. being taken to widen services in
(Carrying charge included)
hospitals.
Free placement. Particulars on
• • • •
request.
Sir
Ncrman
Angell sta'cs tha
from ALFRED HITCHCOCK
the British and Jewish peoples now
who ci retted "Rebecca'
share the honor of being the "two
School of
starring
RAW
peoples of all the earth upon whom
Beauty Culture
SATURDAY, NOV. 23
K E H ’JY LgFOBD
Hitler visits his deadliest enmity."
JOEL
MtCREA
Last Times Today
MPAMY
FRANCES IAHG^b1
POWE
LEWISTON
215 IjISBON ST.
This is by far the greatest cctnpii
..ih IARAINE DAY - HERBERT MARSHALL
The Robin llood of the West
HUGnv boeahd
ment that could be paid to any
CEORCE SANDERS -ALBERT BASSERMAH
mar* BOkMH
land or race —Montreal Gazette.
“
The
Durango
Kid
”
ROBERT dEHCHLE*
• • • •
‘
MitvER
with
P-leased thru United Artists
Chas. Starrett, Luana Walter*
The Maine Federation of Music
Clubs Collect:
We praise and thank Thee.
SUN.-MON., NOV. 21-23
Father, fcr the gift of music.
Double Feature
iZ- ) AbORR*H
Through us, as channels of Thy
Glorious, Lovable
grace, may this blessed legacy be
To Lucky Patrons
WITH A G-E
SONJA HENIE in
•// ANO w'
shared with all mankind.
Drawing about 8.15
Grant that we may exemplify in
“SECOND FIDDLE”
MODERNE ’ IRON
with
our own lives the harmony of Thy
Turkeys will be. delivered to
Tyrone Power
Kutiv Valle
great purpose for us.
winners Wednesday to insure
"Dial-thc-Fabric”—don’t guess!
Give us magnitude of scul and
“GIRLS UNDER 21”
such understanding hearts that we
freshness.
The Modeme Auto
with
Cut your ironing time—ironing isn’t
matic iron weighs
Paul Kelly,
Rochelle Hudson who make music may be as players
the j'ob it used to be!
only 3 pounds, and
Will Not he shown in Rockland upon rightly tuned instruments
('.lildri'ii's 3'atinee Monday
features thc light
responding to Thy leading.
Economize on electricity—through au
that says "when."
4 P. M.—13 UentJ
Let
us
with
renewed
consecra

Monday Only—Food and Sup
tomatic controls!
tion dedicate ourselves to the pur
plies giveaway. Get your Thanks
Tuesday and Wednesday
giving dinner Free.
pose o' our Federation to bring
TODAY
You'll find a new thrill in the conveni
NOW
PLAYING
the
spiritualizing
force
of
music
$1.0.1 down
ence and comfort features of thc mod
ROGERS
"LITTLE BIT OF HEAVEN”
to
the
inner
life
of
our
nation.
TUESDAY. NOV. 26
SI.75 rftonlhb
GLORIA JEAN, ROBT. STARK
Open our minds that divine
ern General Electric Automatic Irons.
in
Encyclopedia Night, Vol. 6
knowledge and wisdom may teach
OI OR.ADO”
Wiiat happens when a girl says us how best to execute our pledge.
“Yes" to two men—

Now Comes A New

bigbmmun

TWO MOTOR DRIVE#
BRUSH CLEANERS
for the Price of One

(most
(S

$3995

DEC. 2

TURKEY NIGHT

FOREIGN
CORRESPONDENT

CENT

AINE

Kbade
ot 19“’

Pelletier

Save Time...and ECONOMIZE

RAbsUAII

CENTI
AINE
POWt
WKVeiMFANY

Other General Electric
Automatic Iruas start
at $4.95.

10 Turkeys Free

Strand

Week Days.
Sundays.

892
2.00, 6.30, 8.30
3.00, 6.30, 8.30

“ALWAYS A BRIDE”

with
Rosemary Lane, George Reeve,

Mr. and Mrs. H. Nelson Mc
Dougall of Portland are guests tliis
weekend qf their daughter, Mrs.
John H McLoon, Beech street.

Pane Eight

Every-Other-DaV
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With Our Soldiers

STEAMBOAT DAYS

•

-

An informal pictorial history of steam navigation In Penobscot Waters,
by John M. Richardson

How They Are Faring At
Ft. McKinley As Told By
Our Staff Correspondent

• GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST-'

An apology is due tor my negltgence in writing the news about the
boys here on the "reck," but what
with a visit at heme,, special duty,
guard and being in the hospital. I
really have not had too much time.
That is my al.bi and so it shall
stand.
Roger "Chuck Miller's waist, line
is tncrcas.ng at such a rate that he
is kept busy sewing on shirt but
tons
The yodeling twins "Guernsey”
Young.and "Sea Gull" Proctor have
been put out of thelr private den
apd are now bunking in the platoon
rdoms. Maybe we 11 get some heat
now.
From all appearances Hdq Second
Battery will not be eating with
Battery F much longer. P.F.C.
Lloyd Saucier ls to join Roger
CRPF") Farris at the Mess Ser
geants and Cooking School at Fort
Devens.
The boys arc finally waking up
to the fact that the .National Guard
days are over. Frequent inspections
have shown us that soiled, un
pressed clothes. t unpolished shoes,
tarnished brass, and unclean rifles
just don't go.
Among the Sunday visitors here
were ex-Sergeant Charles Foster
i How did tt seem to see your "Fos8°P’ “Chuck”); ex Top-Kick
'"Squint > and Mrs. Robbins;
O.P.F Lawry. Mtss Statie Miller,
Miss Ruth Miller. Maynard Wentworth.
Mrs
Helen
Anderson,
Messrs. Rackliffe and McKinney;
and several others.
H Major James Ocodwln doesn t
watc*1 out he 11 ‘boil away. He is
- in the Hospital again with more
bolls. He has the bunk next to
that T
|
medics seem to think that I

Jonesport. also friends in South
west Harbor. In the latter town
we visited our son's grave, also
Plenty of Potatoes But
went -up Cadillac Mountain. It
was not a very good day, as the
the Apple Harvest Is
weather was cloudy, so we could
Much Smaller.
not see off very far. Prudence and
Adele remained at Beals with thelr
The 1943 estimate of potato prograndparents to attend school there.; ductlon in Mfl,ne rfmnin5 pn_
Mr Mulse saw Mr Dawes of Cape changed flom ,Mt mcnt], at
E lzabeth Light Station and had a ClC0 bu>sheU ace;.rdi
t0 „ Jolnt
nice long talk with him
lpport rPiPaspd
A few of our Summer visitors in- aRd Unl;pd States
tments
eluded some of our former neigh- 0{ Agriculture
bers 15 years ago In Rockland.
Preliminary reports from growers
They were: Capt. and Mrs. Daniel cn digging operations support
Cole of New Ycrk, thelr daughter earlier est.matcs ol the crop. Estland son-in-law, Mr. and Mis | mated production compares with
Franklin Clough cf Rockport, also 38.25CC00 bushels harvested a.:t
Mrs. ... Cole's . „grandson,
Donald >’ear “«• the 1929-1938 average pro„
j
,,,
Spaulding of Camden.
We •«* I ductlon in Malne of 45t
137,003
locking forward to another visit bushels.
from them.
Yields m Southern Arocstook are
Mrs. Mutse and daughter Ann very light this season, due to ary
were recent callers on Mrs. Albert weather and aphis damage late in
Staples Mr. and Mrs. Staples will ™ In Northprn Aroog.ook
soon leave to spend the Winter yJeJ(U
gubslanMaU
with their granddaughter. Mrs ,haR
y
{
harvested
Douglass Larabee of Scuth Port- )gM yp#r Tubcrs
gcod

Crops In Maine

,
t.
,
. * In nicst fields ewing >o the comvarMadelyn has been employed a aUvdy ,
fr£>m
Squirrel Island at the Summer ing In late October were relatively
home of Mr. and iMrs. Frank C. small.
Hughes. Mr. Hughes, Invited
, , . Wil
.1 
Apple uiuuutviyii
production in
in vile
the commerlard over to spend the night with
of MaJre
nQw
them The next day they went over matpd al W2jM0 bughelg Th,g b „
Above is a picture by "Spurr" of the "Ransom B. Fuller” as she appeared, well down the sunset trail,
to Pcrtland for the day. While
of
( from
as the bedraggled "Broadway.’’ an excursion tramp, unsuccessful at that, on the waters around New York.
there Madelyn bought a new W.n- , ]ock
a month
#nd
In this near-final phase of her existence she was used as the sign indicates, as a mariners' emergency relief
ter coat. She has receded several, wUh thfURUSUnlly ,arge crQ’p of
home by the Salvation Army. Photo loaned by Sandy Adams.
postcards from Mrs. Hughes who, 106aooobujhels harvested last
erences, among them three venti ing saloon on the passenger or
No. 74
• Is new in Montana.
i ypaj.ard thp
avcraife
Sar.dy Adam# who contributes lators aft of the stacks on the saloon deck. Instead of ln the hold.
Madelyn Rogers was a recent 1934.j938l oI 5^7 030 bushels. ApThat,
with
“
Belfast'
and
a
single
ventilator
below
the
main
deck
today's Ransom B. Fuller picture
vlsitor at this station for a week |
Jn Npw
has just completed an oil painting near the mainmast on the "Cant her speed, beauty and the skill and
Ccngratulat.ons are extended o tended tc be smaller than usual In
courtesy
of
Capt.
Ingraham
made
of S3. "Westport." coining up the
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Mr lee on 1 sjze
g00d cblor aad duality are
The picture of the "Fuller- ln her a great favorite with the travelThames River with the famous
birth of a son In Portland.
,n ported quite generally.
1w w
her
original
rig
which
diew
forth
ing
public.
Ingraham
was
a
flrst
submarine salvage ship "Falcon"
The weath®r h"e a‘ thls
The McIntosh crop this year ls
was fine during Octcbcr The fog | rub5tan.lany less than thp la!ge
in the background at the U 8. so many words of praise, was con- class sailor man. having served as
tributed
to
this
column
by
Mr
a
boy
ln
the
coastwise
service
and
Submarine Base at New London.
bell was not sounded once lor the (.jcp
1939 and scme.
Mr. Adams' marine pictures, es Roberts who recalls that on that in the navy during the Civil War
entire month.
what less than average. Baldwins
particular
trip
Captain
Blair
wore
as
commander
of
the
blockade
pecially those of the famous old
Willard Is planning o go
turned out better than a year ago,
have Itid gloves in She Summer time. A steamer Helen Getty. When, in a
Norwich
Line steamers,
Portland lo Join the Navy
I while Northern Spy production ts
‘
sure
sign
that
Capt.
Blair
was
no',
great
September
gale,
while
he
was
gained wide popularity.
We have been on this lsland four g
q{
• • » •
a native Penobscot steamboat mate of the Cambridge she struck
years, lt does not seem as long as |
____________
Ar.d here comes a big shot m ' master.
on Monhegan and was near going
Burnt Island tower of which Joseph Muise is keeper.
that to us.
Motor vehicles traveled 287 bil
Ea'-te-n
S’eamshiD history
who '
• • • •
under he saved her by slipping a
disagrees with »T haiXon the1 P B. Dayton, famous writer of tarpaulin under her forefoot .where have, a J»kulus of _thc
lion miles in 1939 and carried pas
Fruit
stains
can
be
removed
by
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Dow of Portsengers ten times farther than all
Our maxillary gland. If you ask me. ft's PORTLAND HEAD
<peed of the "Ransom B. Fuller' steamboat history- writes to Sandy “er pUnlung »nas stove in.
Vacation is over for the present land called Monday at the Light, sponging with lemon juice and then otj1Pr forms of transportation cornboyhood
friend.
Patrick
Flannigan
,
J^t
a
st>re
throat.
after she was lengthened and pre- Adams this warming bit of phil of Bangor, who was one of the
Charles i"Deacon ") Simpson was and we have settled down to reguMiss N. H. Kinney of St. George washing with hot water.
bined.
aents seme interesting facta con osophy
boat s crew picked by Ingraham. *nt t0 P°rt Williams to the Bat- -ar routine work.
I is guest, of the Hilt family,
•It
is
sad
to
think
of
so
many
cerning the operation. It Is Capt.
used to entertain us with an ex- tery
School. After he got! There seems to be activity around j Retired Lightkceper Lurvey was
Walter E Scott, of Deer Isle, long paddlers gone from the scene. It citing narrative of that night of there he was hospitalized because ' us in every' direction. Last week gUest last Saturday of R. T. SterlSuper.nter dent of all the great needs to be kept in mind tha( terror. when the seamanship of of an Infected blister on hls foot three sailing vessels were in the 1 ;ng
Good Gastc on
Eastern fleet, in charge of main- steamboats made our rivers picOtis Ingraham averted what might 8ut- that doesn't seem to bother narbor due to unfavorable weather
Mrs Clyde Grant, daughters Patenance. Says Capt. Scott:
| turesque—not so often the streams.
Does the turkey get all the dress
the "Deacon" even if it will hold and winds.
tricia and Earlpnc fallpd on the
ing and compliments too? Don't
'• After the Fuller was rebuilt she to which I (Mr Adams) will add have been a great disaster.
our payroll up.
R. T. Sterling called Tuesday Hilts Tuesdav atternoon.
let it... give your beauty a break.
had a lifeboat by the stack for that the Maine scenery will alThe
boys
are
all
pleased
to
see
2d
on acquaintances in Oray.
Mr and
Robprt StPrllng. J
The Cambridge had good luck •
Come here for a coif that will set
the galley stove and had a nest of i ways be beautiful, but how much
Cook Charlie Reynolds back from
your gown off like a jewel.
Morrill Peabody recent substitute jr„ were recent guests of their
rafts further aft as William more thrilling to have seen a glist- after that until In the early morn the hospital at Fort Williams.
McKee her builder, wished to keep enin« white steamer against your ing of Feb 10. 1886 on the pass- I "Were our faces red," asked here returned to Cape Elizabeth parents at the light.
"Million dollar ’ scenen'-Uke' the a«e from 8051011 to Bucksport she
Coast Guard station last Saturday.
• • • •
the weight ofl her weakest spot
°n Old Man ledge in the Oeorge Huntley and Dannie Cam
Mrs. R. T. Sterl.ng was guest BURNT ISLAND
I hate to disagree with the gen introduction of the human voice
*nt°.
B
Tuesday of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
It has been some time since we
OUR SPECIAL
tleman who says rebuilding slowed to the accompaniment of a great Musselridge channel. She was at eron
the time in charge of a quarter- Joint and had a good dinnerAfter stprUng Jr ,
have written t0 ..Ouardians of the
THREE BEAUTY’ ITEMS
symphonic
orchestra!
her as she made equally as good
master, it being Capt. Ingraham's they had finished, they found that
Mrs. S. G Robinson of St. George Coast." so wll! try once more,
328 MAIN ST.’ ROCKLAND
time after rebuilding and on sev
$1.50
It is always a pleasure to accom- *atch btlcT 'rhere
a ml«t. there was » m:nunum charge of one is guest of F. O Hilt.
During vacation we visited. Beals.
eral occasions she beat her old
1 modate a good frierd like W S
'fr3’ Uttie sea. In a few hours buck and a'.l they had was 70 cents
time.
Mass corse- she broke in two amidships, and apiece. They denied that they had
Mr. McKee cut her ln two parts Roberts of Readtne
and added 40 5 feet to her amid- ’ Quently herewith is a bit of a her cargo was scattered far and 1 to wash dishes, but remember that
ship section and that is one of the j steamboat story reproduced from w.de alongshore, from Matinicus well-known Soap ad—"D..;h-pan
hands are a dead give-away
reasons she was sold. Mar.y times
"Olnger and Sweet column in to Seguin.
When Mrs. Helen Anderson came
after she was rebuilt I have seen tbe Bangor News as conducted by
Sanford's Independent Line was up to see her son. Vaughn, she was
Mr. McKee come on board and j
Laurence T. Smythe.
succeeded by the Boston and Ban surprised to find that he had gone
look over her truss frames over- | Rtvw History 1867—
gor Steamship Co., of which Wil heme. I wonder lf any of the
head on the freight deck. He al
The Cambridge, a fast and stylish liam H. Hill of Boston was presi- brownies she brought were left
ways cautioned Capt. Fosa Strout. side-wheeler, built by the Morgan ' dent and his son. William H. Hill. when Vaughn got back.
and Mate George Corbin to go Iron
In the future, we are given to
Works, foot of Eas: Ninth Jr., general manager. In 1882
over all nuts occasionally, especially I Street New Ycrk came on the this company brought out the Pen- understand, r,o excusewlil be acafter rough weather. Many times Boston ‘an6 Bangor Tine' in" 1867 1 obscot. the
biggest sidewheeler ceptab’.e fcr overstaying our passes.
I have put the day in with a monkey ____________________________ __ iBangor had ever seen. 1414 tons Be careful, gals, den t hold the B F.
wrench on her truss frames.
gross. This boat, the Katahdln too long.
"In bad weather we always kept (
I and the Cambridge were all need- • As soon as "Coach" Ccrp. Chesher trimmed with a streak list to
I ed to carry the increasing traffic. : ter Delano, captain of the Thomasthe leeward to prevent the sea from |
! Before the Penobscot was built, it I ton High School team in '37. whips
striking the sponsons so hard which
j iiad been necessary at the height Battery Fa' team into shape he
would eliminate a certain amount
: of the Summer business, for some wants a game with TH S. Bey,
of working, thus favoring her weak
years, to charter a third boat, anu what couldn't we do if we had Dick I
spot as much as possible.
at various times the John Brooks. Stapies with us. "Coach" Delano
"In 1915 the Steamboat laws
Bay State. New Brunswick and thinks that our team will be far
condemned the use of Clark Life
superior to any team Thcmaston
Lewiston were on the line.
Rafts on boats carrying passen■ has put cut. Wlll anyone dispute
e»rs. therefore the Carley life raft
During the reign of the Hills, that?
was put into use. a much heavier
For or.ce Merrill Clark had to
father and son. and the B. & B
ra.t. The laws also required more
line, two other steamers were add work. The Post Fire uepartment
life boats, which made it necessary
ed to the service—the City of Ban was called to extinguish a fire In
to add six extra sets of boat davits
gor in 1894 and the City of Rock- the F Battery barracks. Don't
to the Fuller’s super-structure.
land in 1901. Following the Hills worry; it was Just a hot chimney
These davits along with the extra
came a new corporation, the East- fire.
boats and rafts, and the heavy
ern S. S. Co., which put on two 1 "Cliff’ Scott tried to celebrate
auxiliary set of batteries for her
big and fine turbiners. the Cam- his termination of office as a fire
wireless, on the hurricane deck
den (1907) and the Belfast (1909). tender by trying to blew up a boiler
made that much more strain on
(These, so far as we remember, in Lt. Rundlett's quarters,
"The
seamanship
of
Otis
Ingra

her comparatively weak hull. There
were the flrst passenger carrying
Thanks to various members, esfore the Fuller carried a burden ham averted what might have been propellers on the line.)
peclaily our author-aviator Paul
on her shouiotrs from 1916 up to a great disaster"
•
•
Barton, I was able to accumulate
the time she was sold that Bill Mc
After a hundred years of service. ' enough news to send In for this
Kee did not expect she would ever She was the last of the Sanford the steamboats had to give It up. publication.
carry when he rebuilt her.
boats and for years ran opposite killed by the motor cars, and a
Stewart M. Pollard
I was in charge of the upkeep the Katahdln, which came on In few years ago 1935. the last boat, I
------------------♦CONCEALED SAFETY-STEPS □, .„<),
and care of the whole Eastern fleet 1863 She was the special pride Belfast whistled good-bye to Bangor. ^QRTH WALDOBORO
Dashing New "Aristostyle" Design
for ten years and I saw a great of Capt. Charles B Sanford, who The Belfast and Camden, rechrist
Russell Reynolds of the Bridg
change in the Fuller after this commanded her for a while, ened Arrow and Comet, are now
extra equ’pment was added ar.d I then giving way to Capt. J. P. carrying passengers between Provi ton C.C.C. Camp was guest last
♦THRILLING NEW BIGNESS
w atched her closely. I will say that Johnson, who was succeeded by dence anid New York City. The Saturday at the home of Alfred
after ill this extra equipment was Capt. Otis Ingraham, most popular others, or most of them, are dead. ; Standish.
♦NEW LONGER WHEELBASE
Among the visitors Sunday at
added it s.owed the Fuller down.” of all the steamboat commanders The river is still here, and a few
This keen eyed W. S. Roberts who ever sailed from Bangor.
of us still remember when the 1 the Alvin Wallace residence, were
♦LONGER, LARGER, WIDER FISHER
notes that the twin "Belfast” and
The Cambridge was the first steamboat whistle was sweet music Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Stone of Rock
land. Mr. and Mrs. Harry Stan"Camden-' had a few minor dif- down-east steamer to have her din- to Bangor.
BODIES (with No Draft Ventilation)
I hope of Waterville, and Ernest Cole
; of Somerville.
passed on. If so. and living rela- ] pound, put on the loud pedal and
♦DE LUXE KNEE-ACTION ON ALL
Two evangelists from Fairfield
tives chance to read reference to jump with both feet on the anato are holding services at the Bap
MODELS
(with Balanced Springing Front and
them, please pardon me if said ref my of the aforesaid piano until the tist Church.
(Continued from Page Two)
Sales of new 1941 Chevrolets in October topped all
ftnar, and Improved Shockproof Steering)
erence
calls
up
sad
thoughts
of
Gods
of
music
must
weep.
And
Addison Winchenbach and Mr.
are going but we are on our way
„
.
those departed loved ones. I desire they call it music.
and Mrs. Robert Winchenbach of
and get , ing there fast. Why, when , tbat ajj
j
brings pleasure,
N0L ?
ArrlU' Her playlng ' Du’tclT Neck" wire caUers" Sunday
previous marks for the month in Chevrolet’s 29-year
I was a small boy my elders warned ] not sorrow to the reader. Selah, was delightful always. She played
on Mrs. Ida Winchenbach and
tne that “love apples” (tomatoes) j Frank Brown had two lovely a little for me last time I saw her Brainard Winchenbach.
were poison. Said that lf I ate one 1 daughters, Glennie and Nettie. They and Albert at their home, and her
history ... a record-breaking reception for a record^ORIGINAL VACUUM-POWER SHIR
it would “give me a cancer” but 11 were little tots when I was a young playing still has all the grace and
have since eaten thousands ot them ' man. I have lost track of Glennie charm as always. Verily, there has EAST APPLETON
AT NO EXTRA COST
and all they gave me was a hank- I but briefly renewed acquaintance always been and always will be a
Mr. and Mrs. William Carter and
breaking car value ... a new high tribute to
(Built ot Only Chevrolet Buildt It)
ering for more.
with Nettie about a year ago. She vast difference between piano artis son were recent guests of Mr. and
But to get back to the Benner ] is now the wife of Albert Averill, a try and piano pounding. We have Mrs. Floyd Gushee.
♦SAFE-T-SPECIAl HYDRAULIC BRAKES
Mrs. Hannah Salo is 111.
the leader for the finest car the leader ever built!
Hill choir. I wonder how imany of clerk in the Rockland Post Office. too much of the latter and far too
The Courier-Gazette readers re-! The Browns were very musical, little of the former. Let Music
A miscellaneous shower was giv
Plus many more outstanding comfort,
member Frank Brown, bass singer, and I believe that Nettie, as it reign, say I. Hitler can make Noise en recently for Mr. and Mrs. Wil
liam Macintosh at the home of
and newspaper man?
seems natural to call her. Inherited enough for the whole universe.
safety and convenience features
The Benner Hill meetings and Mrs. Macintosh’s father, Almond
I don't know that he worked on about nine-tenths of the talent and
any of the local papers but the last j ability the elder Browns left when choir have passed into local history Gushee. Entertainment was fur
nished by Everett Smith with
El I’Stl Eel Ll
I heard of him he was working for they passed on. When a very young but memory yet remains.
a Bath paper. I do know, however, I girl she played the piano beautlfulguitar and songs and by Marion
(To be continued)
EYE IT
-TRY IT- -BUY IT!
Philbrook who gave a recitation.
that he possessed a musical voice , ly. Her solos—many of them played
The guest book was in charge of
which would coax a canary out of | in the Pleasant Valley Grange CUSHING
hls cage, one of those lilting, musi- ' meetings—were delightful bits of
George Avery who passed a few Mrs. Julia Mitchell. Hostesses were
cal voices that instantly charm the artistry and later, when she played days at his home here returned Mrs. Almond Gushee and Mrs.
listener. He read music as one in theatres some of us attended, un, Monday to Bath where he has em Mae Macintosh. A buffet lunch
was served, with Mrs. Julia Mit
reads a newspaper and his rich known to her. more to listen to her ployment.
THOMASTON, ME.
689 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND,
TELEPHONE 1250
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Nord. Mrs. chell and Mrs. Aini Lind assisting.
tones were a delight to music lovers. playing than to look at the pictures.
All too many worship at the "God Lillian Blood and Mrs. Everett Mc
I have been cut of touch with
{hiring July and August of 1940
most of the persons mentioned in of noise" and belabor the poor, Intyre of Rockland were visitors
these memory sketches and it may helpless piano until It shrieks its, Sunday at the home of Mr. and 73 airports built by the WJP.A. were
UNION, ME.
VINALHAVEN, ME.
certified by the Army and Navy.
be that some of them may bave pain to the skits. Thump, bang, Mrs. Frederick Nord.
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